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UPBEAT sponsors lecture on South Africa
Otto Scott, historian and journalist, will speak on South Africa: Is
a Black and White

Issue? Tuesday� November 4th at 7 p.m. in the
Theatre. Scott, autbo.- of�� Side of the Llfeboat, believes
Africa is critical to Anteri�'s survival. He believes we are both
same lifeboat; if South Africa sinks, so will America.

ve, 462-5688

Brian Senewiratne, cuttently a Consultant Physician in Princess
(fAlcxarKira
in Brisbane, Australia, will be the seventh speaker
"World on Wednesday" fall lecture series. As a native <>f Sri

., -.---. Senewiratne intends to continue a campaign for the restoration
rights there, despite intitnidatory threats he has received.
will address "'Genocide in Sri Lanka."
on Wednesday" is sponsored by COPA, UPBEAT
Odtural Awareness and Lectures, and the offices of the Bechtel

�()nal Center.

Lunch will be prov ided for all UOP students. All others must

ltri1mte $1.00-Z.OO donation.
t,cola

available for chUdren of alcoholics
AB students and faculty members interested in attending group
t the
counseling sessions for adult children of alcoholics should contac
located
is
Center
ling
Counse
UOP
'The
.
25
22
946-at
ng
counseli Center
iDsidetheCowell Health Center, 1041 Brookside Road. Meeting times
to be announced.
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Fiction Contest, open
offers a cash pnze of
ll'lduate students. The writing competition
in the October 1987
story
$3;000 and publication of the winning
issue of Playboy magazine.
oy magazme. The
The contest will be judged by the editors of Playb
.
entry deadline is January 1, 1987.
made available to students
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Jensen, Fellows rezgn
By Stephanie Gandy

Nt!ws Editot

Ulrika Gamboa

S1aff Wmer

'I

ing ceremonies but I'll miss cheer·
ing on the team at the football
game."
"I still can't quite believe

I'll be the one wearing the
like to consider myself fun·
crown tomorrow ... What a
loving but serious about my
birthday present!"
schooling," said this year's
Homecoming King, John Jensen.
--Patty Fellows
Jensen, a Resident Assistant at
Eiselen House was chosen
Homecoming King Thursday.
Jensen is currently the Academic
Affairs Director for ASUOP and
on the School of Business and
Public Administration's Honor
Roll, as well as being a big brother
at Delta Delta Delta sorority and
their Mr. Anchor Splash can·
didate. Jensen, who undertakes
all of his activities with en·
thusiasm, thanks all of the students
who voted for him and made him
UOP's 1986·87 Homecoming
King.
"I still can't quite believe I'll be
the one wearing the crown
tomorrow... " said Patty Fellows,
who will be riding next to Jensen in
the Homecoming parade.
"Suddenly there are a lot more
things to consider when choosing a
Homecoming Queen" stated Fel
lows inher peech Monda .
Students dermitely had a lot to
consider when selecting Fellows.
She is a student advisor, lending
Homecoming Queen Patty jt'ebows,
time to freshmen and transfer
made speeches on Monday.
students, cheers on the Tigers as a
Mark Long, representing the
cheerleader, and is the assistant
fraternities, specifically SAE,
news editor of The Pacijican. Fel·
lows also spends time working as a spoke on the general pride in the
University and Homecoming. He
receptionist at the ASUOP office
and is a Communication major said, "As your King I will express
my pride towards the school and
emphasizing Public Relations and
basically I love this school and I'm
Print. Her Greek affiliations in
proud
to be here. That's why I
clude Kappa Alpha Theta, where
chose to run for Homecoming
she is the vice president, Alpha
Lambda Delta Honor Society, and King."
Jessie Ballantyne had represen·
Omega Phi Alpha were she is a
tatives for both King and Queen
third year little sister.
reach fmalist status. Their King
"If you had told me when I was
candidate was Paul Everts. Everts
a freshman, that as a junior I'd be
Homecoming Queen, I never
spends a great deal of his time
would have believed you!" said
working with the Conservatory's
Fellows, adding, "I'm honored to
many music ensembles. He is also
represent UOP in the Homecomworldng on helping the Lincoln

at

Homecoming

High School Marching Band pre·
pare for the Rose Bowl this year.
As Homecoming King, Everts said
he would like to "Show the com·
munity the kind of good hearted
people UOP has." In the past,
Everts has worked as both Presi·
dent and Vice-President of Jessie
Ballantyne, and has also been a
resident assistant. He is involved in
Phi Mu Alpha, the men's music

and King John Jensen, as they

fraternity on campus.
Pat TeNyenhuis representing
Phi Delta Theta, is a sports medic·
ine major and his fraternity's house
manager. He spoke on what really
motivated him to run for Home
coming King. He stated, "I just
want to clarify this, I don't want to
be Homecoming King or Queen, I
just want to be King." When
answering why he wanted to be
King, TeNyenhuis answered that it
was "basically for egotistical rea·
sons.
Ted Vincent, the Ritter candi
date, talked about life at UOP from
the transfer student's point of
view. He•s found that at UOP it's

"easy to make friends and streng
then exsisting relationships."
After all the candidates for Ho·
mecoming King had spoken, the
Queen candid ates introdu ced

themselves.
the frrst Queen candidate, Kara
Ascarrunz representing Delta Gam
ma, is a journiillsm/public rela·
tions major. She is on the Dean's
Honor Roll and is a member of
Mortar Board (the National Senior
Honor Society). .Within Delta Gam·
rna, she coordinated this year's
Anchor Splash and will choreo·
graph and direct their Band Frolic
skit for her second year. She said,
"I would be honored to be chosen
as the 1986 tJOP Homecoming
Queen and thank Delta Gamma
for the opportunity."
.
Tri-Delta's candidate for Home·
coming Queen was Gina La Bella,
a senior Business major, who is in
her second year at UOP. She has
been very a.ctive in the Greek
system. Besides being Tri·Delta•s
Big Brother chairperson, La Bella
� also Vice President of little
sisters at Omega Phi Alpha. She
spoke of the excitement of Home
coming and noted her enthusiasm
in possibly being a representative
of that excitement. ''Homecoming
is a chance for old and new to
unite", she said.
Rona Peart, Jessie B's Homecoming Queen candidate is a soph<>
more. She is a Pre-Law and Com·
munication .major, who hopes to
become a broadcast anchorperson.
She is currently an RHA represen·
tative for her dorm and is pledging
Alpha Chi Omega. "Although I
am only a sophomore", she stated,
"I feel that I have learned what
Homecoming means." The criteria
Peart chose for a Homecoming
Queen included ''sincerity, honesty
and pride for the University".
Becky Weller, a resident assist·
ant at Wemyss House, was the
fmal speaker of the afternoon.
Weller is very active on campus,
especially within ASUOP. She is
currently the ASUOP fmancial
controller, and holds a seat on the
(continued on page 3, column 5)

International school to open in '87

Editors Note:
This story was submitted by
UOP's Office of Public Relations.
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egents of the University of
the Pacific have approved
plans for the formation of a new
undergraduate School of .Inter
national Studies to open in the Fall
of 1987.
The school will offer the bache
lor of arts degree with majors in
International Affairs and Com·
merce, International Relations, and
International Studies. Each major
will require at least one semester of
study abroad.
This will be the only University·
based undergraduate school of its
type in California. All three of its
programs will be inter.msciplinary
and will unify, in a single school,
many of the programs now being
offered in other divisions of the
University.
University President Stanley E.
McCaffrey, who initiated consider·
ation of the new school, stated,
"This is one of the most important
actions taken in my fifteen years as
Presidmt of the University. It
recognizes the active interest of
young people today in the interns·
tiona! field and will provide better
coordination and improved identi
ty for t!J.e sever� ��emat�r.al
programs we now offer. This represents a vitally important addition
to the overall academic program of
our University."
The School of International Stu·
dies will become the lOth acad�c

division of the University. UOP
now is comprised of College of the
Pacific (the central liberal arts and
science division), and professional
schools of Education, Engineering,
Music Business and Public �
stration, pharmacy, law and denti·
stry, plus a graduate school, and
University College (which offers
undergraduate programs for adult
re-entry students). The School of.
Dentistry is located in San
Francisco and McGeorge Schcol
of Law is in Sacramento.
·

This will be th e only
Unive rsi t y-b a s ed un
dergraduate sch ool of its
type in California.
The University of the Pacific
pioneered programs in internation
al education in the 1960s with the
formation of two liberal arts colle
ges that emphasized international
experiences: one featured a year in
the Far East and the other provid·
ed programs for students from
Latin and North America with the
curriculum taught in Spanish.
These programs have since been
integrated into the central liberal
arts division, College of the Pacif
ic.
The curriculum of the new
school, designed to prepare stu·
dents for international careers and
graduate study, will combine ele
ments of economics, business, pol
itical science, history and language .

The school will also incorporate
an existing extensive program of
overseas study. UOP students have
the option of study abroad at more
that 140 locations in 40 countries
- one of the largest selections of
overseas educational options availa·
ble to American college students.
The new school will also include
existing pre-departure orientation
programs and post·return re-entry
programs.
The school is being designed as
exclusively undergraduate and all
teaching will be done by full-time
professors, not graduate student
assistants. All advising will be done
by full-time faculty who are com
mitted to undergraduate educa·
tion.
Each of the three programs
within the school will have a
common core or requirements.
Included will be an introduction to·
world issues and problems, four
semesters of a foreign language or
equivalent proficiency, perspec
tives in world history, political
geography, cultural anthropology,
and at least one semester abroad.
The University's general education
requirements must also be met.
The International Affairs and
Commerce program will be de
signed to provide students with
basic. business skills to supplement
a wide. exposure to international
is.rues in politics and economics.
Required courses will include Intro
duction to Business, Microecono.
mics and Macroeconomics, U.S.

,Federal Government, Statistics, In·
ternational Trade, Finance, and
Politics; Accounting, Marketing,
Administration and Behavior, and
International Business.
The International Relations ma
jor will emphasize the relationship
between international Politics and
economics. Requirements include
Introduction to Political Science,
U.S. Federal Government, Micro
Macroeconomics,
and
International Ploitics, Trade, and
Finance, Theories of International
Relations, and courses in interna·
tional organizations or political
economy, comparative politics,
foreign policy and other interna
tional relations courses.
The International Studies major
will allow students more flexibility
in designing programs. All stu·
dents will work closely with a
faculty advisor in developing an
individualized program. Require
ments include Principals of Boon�
mics or Microeconomics, Interna
tional Economic Relations, two
courses on specific nations, two
courses on a specific global region,
one course on the interaction bet
ween global regions and one course
comparing regions. The interna
tional studies major will require a
full year abroad in an academic
program.
The University ot the Pacific is
California's (ll'st chartered institu
tion of higher education. Approxi
mately 6,00> students are enrolled
mits lOacademic divisions.
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All 25 members participated in

Fellows

.AsSIStant News Ed1tor

S

oon, UOP students and
faculty will be able to carry
the sounds of the Phi Mu Alpha
Jazz Band with them in their car,
their walkman, to the library, to
the beach... The members of this
professional music fr�te ty ha�e
recorded a tape of the1r Jazz mus1c
that will be available for sale to the
public within a few weeks.

:m

the recording and production of
the 40 minute tape entitled
"Headcount". Each of the eight
numbers is an original, written by
the members of Phi Mu Alpha.
the members of Phi Mu Alpha. Ac
cor<ling to Phil Scroeder, Presi
. make sure everyone was involved
in some fashion, to make it a total
fraternity effort. It was important
for us to get everyone on the
tape .''

PbD Schroeder prepares one of the many composldons for the Pbl Mu
Alpha album.

KUOP has been the site of
production and the group has used
the studio's new sound and record
ing equipment. accor<ling to Schro
eder, KUOP advanced Phi Mu
Alpha all the recording time, and
in return will receive $1 for every
tape sold.

Production of "Headcount" be
gan on October 1 , and now, the
tape is finally finished. The
members of Phi Mu Alpha have
worked around the clock to perfect
their music, spen<ling over 80
hours in the stu<lio. According to
Denny Stilwell, secretary of Phi
Mu Alpha, "Some of the best
music was recorded at odd hours
of the day and night." "One of the
best solos, a vocal solo by Titus
Starks, was recorded at 8:30 a.m.
after he bad been asleep on the
floor all night," said Stilwell
The band has many reasons for
recor<ling "Headcount." Accord
ing to Schroeder, not only will it
introduce their music to more
UOP students and raise much
needed funds, but it has also
become an educational tool. "This
has exposed guys in the fraternity
to working in a stu<lio; it's very
<lifferent from performing live,"
said Schroeder. "It makes better
players out of us. You want to
make everything perfect on tape
and already I've seen a <lifference
in people's playing."
The idea of "Headcount" has
actually been in the planning stages

since August. After appearing in
the Rathskeller and opening for
Doc Severensen last year, the jazz
band decided to expand. As well as
the standard songs they had been
playing, they began to use ori al
compositions, man y of them wnt
ten by Schroeder, and another
fraternity member, David Post.
Acco rdin g to the mus ician s,
"Headcount" was just the way to
publicize their own music and their

gin_

talented members.

"I think we've really got someth
ing the whole campus can enjoy;
it's not just for the conservatory,"
said Schroeder.
"It's good, <liverse music." ad
ded Marc Ybaben, another Phi Mu
Alpha member "It has some bal
lads, some fusion, some funk.
We're really proud of it."
The band will resume their
Thursday night performances in
the Rathskeller on October 30;
however, UOP students can sam
ple their music even sooner. The
Phi Mu Alpha Jazz band will be
performing with the UOP Jazz
band tonight in a concer in Long
Theatre. The concert begins at 8: 1 S
p.m. and Phi Mu Alpha will
perform some selections from their
new tape.
"Headcount" will be on sale at
Friday night's concert for $6.

able to people from the community
like himself.
DeRicco expressed his fond ap
preciation of being a graduate of
the old Stockton College and pre
sented a humorous analogy relat
ing the two institutions. "A child
never loses a relationship to its par
ents, we (Delta) just went through

Sports Ed 1tor

W

hen two long time friends
take time to get reacquain
ted, like San JoaquinDelta College
and the University of the Pacific
<lid la-:t Thursday, then everyone
involved can benefit from that
friendship. However, it was faculty
rather than students who benefit
ted from� the second anntral
UOP/DeltaDay.
The atmosphere was set for
&CX>d hearted humor and a time of
familarizing of the historical links
shared by these two colleges when
people froin both campuses
gathered in the West Forum lecture
hall at Delta. Educators, admin. istrators and <listinguished alumni,
witha few students at Delta or Pa
cific, attended to commemorate
the cooperative efforts between
these students.
During the opening activities,
speeches were given by President
Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP, and
President Lawrence A. DeRicco,
Delta. McCaffrey expressed his
respect for what Delta is today.
"Both of our colleges (UOP and
Delta) are committed to providing
excellence in higer education," said
McCaffrey. He continued with
remarks that showed his knowledge of where and how the mutual
association between the two colleg.
es started.
Both McCaffrey and DeRicco
reminisced about the old College
of Pacific and the proposals which
resulted in the formation of Stock
ton College, now known as San
Joaquin Delta College. DeRicco
remembered earning his Associ
ate of Arts Degree from Stockton
College in 1947. He then went on
to give thanks to everyone who
made it possible to have such fine
colleges centrally located and avail-

adolescence," saidDeRicco.
The University of the Pacific �
"·pubticlY"rec��d '"'the! �alents
of its former student since his

Joaquin Delta College Lawrence
A. DeRicco Award. McCaffrey
was careful to note that it is called
an award and not a memorial.
Regarding the UOP/Delta Day
alternating between Delta as host
in 1986, and Pacific again in 1987,
McCaffrey talked about his and
DeRicco's upcoming retirements.
He stated that neither of 1 them
would be presidents with the1same
nfsponsibilities that they have hitd
at these last two celebrations. But,

·

�

�

�

�

(5

Laurence A. DtRkro

and Stuley E. McCaffrey

activity in the community. In 1978,
DeRicco was presented with the
Distinguished Alumnus Award
from Pacific's School of Educa
tion. In 1985, according to McCaf
frey, in honor ofDeRicco's affilia
tions with both colleges, officials at
Pacific established the UOP/ San

"Old Presidents never retire. They
just lose their faculty,'' said
McCaffrey.
The preceedin g day at Delta
many educators from Pacific, as
representatives from different de
partments, sat in the Delta quad.

THANKS AL...
The

Pacifican

couldn't

have done it without
you,

AI or without the support
of the bookstore I

Speaking in style

Anyone interested in purchasing
a copy of "Headcount" should
contact either Phil Schroeder or
Denny Stilwell at 477-5592.

Pacific, Delta unite for celebration

By Brian Thompson

Warming up before they cut their demo tape are Robert Honeycburdl
and Brian Handley.

By Mary Alynn E'Golf
StaH Wnter

The representatives answered
swered questions, shook hands,
questions,
and
presented
a positive image for Pacific.
On the actual day commemorat
ing over a half-century of friend
ship, a tour was given to show the
Delta campus in action. The tour
included lnstuctor Max Simoncic,
music department, demonstrating
the use of rniaocomputers in mu
sic education. A comput� graphics
demonstration was also given in
the mathematics department , by
Instructor Norma Yeoman, as in
Drafting and Engineering.
The tours were lead by Delta's
TlDl Cox, information director,
and Nancy Phellps, executive se
a:etary. After the tours the activit
ies concluded with a reception for
all participants. The reception was
a catered event that provided more
time to talk and become familiar
withDelta.
"I would say that Delta is the
finest junior college in Northern
California. We (Delta) were the
first to have courses in Electron
Microscopy in the early 1970's and
we've always had a great relation
ship with the University of the
Pacific. It is a good thing we are
celebrating today because students
can see that there is support for
them to pursue their academic
endeavors," said Delta Day Stu
dent Association Prt>sident Ri
chard Farnsworth.
Next year's UOP/Delta day will
be held on the University of the
Pacific's campus. It is hoped that
more students will attend next
year's celebration.

T

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- - _ _ _
he UOP Forensics team is
polishing their style and
delivery skills while they tune their
vocal cords for the next speec h
tournament, October 24-25 at
Humboldt StateUniversity.
On October 1 1 - 1 2 , UOP's
Forensics (speech/Debate) Team
was part of 25 schools from Nor
thern California, Nevada, and An
chofa.ge, Alaska, to compete in the
Los Rios Invitational Speech
Tournament at Sacramento City
Junior College.
Marlln Bates took third place,n
. the Lincon/Douglas Debate;
Michelle Montgomery took third
place in Junior Persuasion; and
Tom Walker took first place with
his speech in Novice Persuasion at
the tournament.
The Forensics team of 18 stu
dents "Spends weeks working on
speech es," said Gordon Gehman,
assistant director of the team.
The students compete in catagories
including; persuasion, speeches to
inform, speeches to entertain, and
debate.Unprepared events include
impromptu - competitors are gi
ven two minutes to prepare a five
minute speech; and, extemporan
eous - competitors in this catego
ry are given 30 minutes to prepare
a seven minute speech.
The judges look for the same
dements in the speeches that public
speaking teachers look for in class.
The Forensics team does most of
its competing in Northern Califor
nia. However, the team will be
competing against twelve other
states in the Western State Speec h
Tournament in Februrary in Salt
Lake City.
_

�

There are no formal try-outs for
the Forensics team and it is "open
to anyone who wishes to compete
on the college level. We would like
to increase the size of the team, if
people are interested,'' stated Geh·
man.
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Ski Club Med

There's more to Club Med than miles of
white, sandy beaches. There are miles of white, snow·
capped mountains. With 74 trails for unlimited
downhill skiing. Lessons each morning and after
noon. And cross country skiing on 22 miles of trails.
Ice skating, a jacuzzi, delectable French cuisine
not to mention that special climate of a Club M�d
village. This is Copper Mountain, Colorado. The
perfect ski vacation.
We're Club Med experts. Come in and talk to
us. And find out why Club Med in
Copper Mountain has the perfect
climate for body and soul.
• Per person, per week, doubl
e
occupancy. Does not include
membership fees. All prices
subject to change.
©Club Med. Inc. 1985

GULLIVERS WORLD OF TRAVEL
Stockton's Oub Med Experts
2540 Pacific Ave (Vz Mile South of Campus)
948-TOUR

Club Med. The Perfect vacation for w
inter break.
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BY Stephanie Gandy
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a t re m e n d o us

Thornton and
Robyn Bullard covered fieature writin
g. From the San
Jose Me cury Ne ws
came Political
�
Cartoorust Scott Willis,
who with
Robert McClanahan of the
Lin
coln Unified Schools, discu
ssed
cartooning. In the newswriting cat
egory, Leann McLaughlin , news
editor of the Palo A lto Times
Tribune gave instruction to stu
dents. Photography students lis
tened to Dan Kasser, assistant
professor at UOP and Patrick
Kroh n, photo edito r at The
Pacijican. Glenna Lee assistant
director of UOP Public Relations
and Cathy Connolly, the publica
tions coordinator for UOP Public
Relations were on hand to discuss
graphics.
Instruction sessions, as well as
competitions, took place in news
writing, photogr aphy, feature
writing, cartooning and editorial
writing categories, to name just a

_

�

t was a tremendous success , " said Media Day
c()l)rd inator and ( 'uuunuu..ication
professor Dr. Carol Ann Hall, of
laSt weekend's event.
(Jaig Trygstad, founder and
Youth Service in wa
director of
was the keynote
hington D.C.,
spoke
to �he particip
He
peaker.
ants on computer use m the news
·
gstad travels around the
room Try
nation , speaking at state and na
meetings of Scholastic Jour-

I

�

tional

nalists.
In addition to Trygstad, several
speakers provided a
other noted
journalism experi
of
ge
ran
wide
ence. Pat Medieros, editor of the
Stanislaus Farm News spoke on
editorial writing. Luanne Hyde of
the Stockton Record, together with
The Pacif ican 's own Tommy

few. Following the sessions and
judging of the students' work, an
awards assembly was held in the
Albright Auditorium of the Wen
dell Phillips Center . All particip
ants were given certificates for the
�mpletion of the workshop, and
wmners in specific areas received
marble paperweights for their
achievement.
' 'The students learned a great
deal ," said Hall. In addition to the
knowledge gained through the ma
ny speakers at Media Day, the
Participants also received informa
tion on the University of the
Pacific, specifically the Conununi
catio n department. "There was a
lot of personal recruiting," stated
Hall, enthusiastically adding "All
you have to do is walk around this
campus and you, fall in love with
it."
"We had a good sized crowd,"
said Hall, who, together with rna-
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There � no formal try-out
s for
the Forensics team and it is "open
to anyone who wishes to compete
on the college level. We would
like
to increase the size of the team if
people are interested, " stated
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By Todd Lincoln

academic requirements as other
U P students. They must carry 1 2
umts a semester and must receive a
o� better grade point avera�e.
Pactfic athletes must show eVId
ence of moving towards a degree
prograni , " stated Miller.
If an athlete fails a class, he is
able to make it up during the
summe r. But, Miller stated if an
athlete is put 9n academic proba
tion at the end of a semester,
he/she is not allowed to participate
in sports the next semester. During
the interim semester, athletes are
required to bring their grades to a
2.0. At the end of the second
semester, if the student is still on
academic probation, he or she is in
danger of losing the athletic scho
larship.
"UOP has been renowned for
taking care of their people that
have a need," Miller stated, adding
that if an athlete has specific
problems concerning academics
and athletics, he would try to make
special arrangements - but the
athlete has to speak up. "You as a
student athlete are responsible for
your activities,'' stressed Miller.
Several student athletes who
asked to rqmain ncupc;le�. �sl. La

xploitation of athletes, at
UOP and nationally, was
djscussed in a lecture by Harry
Edwards two weeks ago. The
Pacifican further discussed the
problem in the October 9 issue.
In a recent interview, Carl Mil
ler, director of athletics, comment
ed on Edwards' lecture regarding
unfair treatment of athletes.
According to Miller, "I really
can't disagree with him (Edwards)
anything. He's doing an excel
lent job with his area of expertise. "
"Harry Edwards i s a competent
sociologist; he made a good pres
entation on campus," added Mil
ler who did not attend the lec
ture. Miller did send Kathy Klein,
academic advisor, to represent him
in his absence.
Miller further stated that
"academics are first" and that
"athletics are part of what they
(students) have an opportunity to
participate in. "
"With our
percent gradua
tion ratio on our football team,
siriCe Coach Cope has been )lere,
iii·$.Jt\tiY,indicative what om- CQAC
ems are," he added.
Edwards spoke of minority ath
letes' exploitation and that many
athletes are playing sports and
being pushed through college while
not being educated. While Miller
agrees with Edwards, he does not
believe that Pacific athletes have
that problem. Before an athlete
can attend college, he must meet
the minimum guidelines set in
Proposition 48: a 2.0 GPA in high
school, a 700 combined score on
the SAT and 1 1 required high
school core courses. Miller is "as
much in favor of it (the proposi
tion) as Dr. Edwards is. " ·
Once the athlete is accepted into
the University, he has the same

80

Shawn Wells, who did allow his
name to be printed, came forth to
say that the University has not met
their academic needs.
"I would certainly like to chat
with them (athletes) and ask them
if they have any information that I
don't have," said Miller who also
commented, "To my last recollection, I thought we had carried La
SJ:lawn on his fifth year. Maybe
something fell through the cracks
that I don't know about."
While Miller calls it "falling
tluough the cracks," for student
athlet es who were unable to gra
duate in four years, their reality is
another year at UOP without an
athletic scholarship.

he apartheid government in
South Africa is run by a
a small, white, minority that con
trolls the troubled nation, accor
ding to Rick Mkhondo, a black
South African j ournalist who
spoke of his frrst hand experiences
with censorship in government
rank s.
The 3 1 year old Mkhondo spoke
to nearly 100 people, October 1 5
during the 'World on Wednesday'
series.
' 'The media in South Africa,
both press and broadcast, are in

edited, and operated by whites.
Blacks are not allowed in high
positions so that subversive materi
als will not filter to airwaves.
Mkhondo said, "Radio and televi
sion exhibit aparthied policy which
does not allow for black interven
tion."
The problems for blacks begin
when they strive for more libera
tion. The more intense the move
ment becomes, the more control
whites put upon the press.
Mkhondo said, "The newspap
ers are trying to report the human
tragedy within the country, but
aparthied has waged a civil war
against journalists to prevent them
from circulating 'subersive materi

als.'"

According to Mkhondo, "If the
sources are revealed, police might
go visit the person to harass and
intimidate him. If the source is not
given, the story is less convincing
. . . we do not give sources, we say
'source said.'"
"Journalists might witness a pro
vocative or even sometimes fatal
attack or shooting by the police,
but they are put into silence so they
can not report the incident. Jour
nalists wbp try to publish uJlwant
ed material �av find themselVes
tlieh- e �p�W 7?1h'Tit
down," explained the speaker.

'jailed'"&
�
�

�
s

�
.

Rick Mkhondo

the hands of the apartheid regime
and its supporters have strict con
trol governing them," according to
Mkhondo.
With a few exceptions, all new
spapers in South Africa are owned,

� JSp

ln an illustration of the violence
within South Africa, Mkhondo
reported that a number of journal
ists have been subjected to police
action . . . " The first death this year,
a journalist from British television
was' killed in the street by police
backed vigilante groups. Police
just watched while his body was
hacked to death in the open street.
While he was dying, police, instead
of help ing him, actually videot
aped his wounds. The reporter
died bef ore he reached the hosp i
tal. "

Student s- Aga i nst M S
p re pa ri ng for s uccess
� Barbara Allen
Guest Writer

U miDSt

OP's chapter of Students
Multiple Sclerosis
(SAMS) will be busy again this
year with fundraising and the an
nual Rock Alike Contest, spon
serod by MTV and Swatch.
The group held their fll'St meet
ing last Thursday and discussed
various fundraising activities, in
cluding the Rock Alike contest.
Within the next three weeks,
SAMS will be making presenta
tions to all the living groups to
l'fomote Rock Alike entries, where
contestants dress up and lip-sync to
popular rock tunes.
In addition to Rock Alike,
SAMS is planning an all-campus
dance this semester to introduce
their program, and a "Balloons to
Bust MS'1 campaign in Februrary.
Although a dermite date has not
yet been set for the dance, it will
take place in either mid-November
or early December. Tickets for the
dance, complete with disc jockey,
will be sold for $ 1 , in advance and
at the door.
"Balloons to Bust MS" is part
of a national three-part fundraising
and educational effort by SAMS
chapters. It culminates on Februa
ry S, with a national simultaneous
balloon launch at 3 p.m. eastern
time (noon here). Pacific's SAMS
\..
·

chapter hopes to raise $2,000 with
this event by seiJins a $ 1 ticket for
each baloon launched.
Sweatshins and T-shirts with the
MfV, Swatch, and Rock Alike
logos and buttons will also be sold
by the group this year
Through all their efforts last
year, UOP SAMS raised $1400
The campus that raises the most
money for the National Multiple
Sclerosis Foundation recieves a
free concert by a popular rock star.
Last year John Cougar Mellen
camp entertained crowds at
.

•

(Winning school);

SAMS meets weekly at 9:30
p.m. on Thursday nights and
encourages anyone interested in
joining the group to attend. "We
had 3 5 members last year, and we
expect the same this year, although
we're hoping for more," said Sue
Freeman, SAMS UOP chapter
chair.
Members are needoo for various
committees, including public
relations, business and solicita
tions, education, recruitment, and
special events. In addition, a direc
tor for the education committee is
needed.
Anyone who would like more
information on SAMS or is in
interested in rilling a committee
position may contact Sue Freeman
at 944-7932.

)

Dea n ' s Sem i n a r
aid s fre s h m en
By Carrie Guadagnolo

Staff Writer

B

eing a freshman is one of the
most challenging times in a
person's life. It may be the first
time one is on his or her own, soley
responsible for managing time,
establishing social and academic
priorities, selecting a major, and
eventually determining career
goals.
Student advisor, faculty advi
sors, professors and other staff
members, realizing this, have deve
loped a new course for College of
the Pacific freshmen. The Dean's
Seminar, ACC 93 , helps students
successfully meet the challenges.
,,,.. � �er .fl. ,;;Qur,se , /t4 the
University of South Carolina, the
Dean's Seminar is designed to give
freshmen a foundation for acade
mic and social success in college.
According to Dean Erickson,
associate dean of College of the
Pacific, "The course will make the

(continued on page 4, column I)

students more aware of the sup
port services and facilities available
to them, the nature and purpose of
a college education and more aw-

Candidates
(continued/rom page 1)

Executive Board. She is also in
volved in intramurals and has
participated in softball, football
and volleyball. She stated "I think

.

areness o f themselves. "
Although not a requirement,
interested freshmen may take the

course their first semester at Un
iversity of the Pacific. According
to Doug Smith, a faculty advisor
and the director of Student Advising,
"Studies from other universities a
cross the country have indicated
that students who have chosen
to take a similar course experience
greater satisfaction with the college
experience and have, on the avera
ge, a higher grade point average.''
Fifty-one students are enrolled
in the one unit pilot course this
semester. The students are divided
into sections with seven to 14
students in each section. Bitch
sqyURQ is S\l�rvised
Student Advisor team.
"The Dean's Seminar provides
the opportunity for new students
to really learn quickly the aspects
of their campus and start on the
road to developing clear-cut, intel
ligent &Qals and a sense of re
sponsibility to others and them
selves, " says Roya Bauman, a stu
dent advisor helping with the
program.

bY,ft !�X(

1 could add a lot to UOP by
becoming Homecoming Queen."
All of the candidates were excel
lent representitives of the outstand
,ing individuals we have he're at
UOP. All should be congratulated
for their effort.
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ny volunteers and Assistant Direc
tor Glenna Lee , organized this frrst
Media Day, which will continue to
be a yearly event. Hall has deve
loped workshops of this type at the
University of N&raska at Lincoln,
the University of Hawaii and the
statewide workshop at Ohio State
University.
Students and their advisors from
high schools in Northern Californi
a, and some schools in Southern
California and Reno were invited
to the event. Fourteen schools were
rc:t'resented this year, including
Lmcoln High School, Tokay in
Lodi, Saratoga, Fairfield, Beyer
High School in Modesto and Edison.
Next year, Media Day will take
place in the fall at UOP, and Hall
is enthusiastic about its growing
success. "People said it was a
really classy event," she conclud
ed.

Journalist brings
news of aparthied

Athletic direc tor
sp ea ks u p on iss ue

Staff Writer

s uccess ' '
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logos alone.
Texas Christian, Texas A and
M, Clemson, South Carolina and
Oklahoma State, among other
schooh, i!1 recent weeks have
found themselves prominently featured in politicians' fall campaigns.
hln all cases, the politicians never
asked the school' permission to use
the colleges' registered trademark.
"It is not our job nor is it our
wish to get involved in a campaign," says one such college official.
. .
Texas Chnsttan and Texas A
and M last week forced U.S. Rep.
Joe Barton, R-TX, to stop showing several television ads that featured the colleges' logos, and sugg�ted the schools had endorsed

with a urine sample.

... atlldetk departmen t resistance to drug testing at all seems to
spead. At Maryland - where basketball star Len Bias died of
cocaine-related causes last June and ignited the current enthusias m for
testing students in and out of athletic departments - lacrosse player
Kim Olorosiewski says she's trying to organize athletes to resist the
university's new policy.
Olorosiewski says campus Legal Aid Director William Salmond
believes the policy is unconstitutional because it violates athletes' right
to privacy and because it places a condition on athletes' educations

that other students don't have.

Two Uninrsity of Colorado athletes, meanwhile, last week filed
complaints with the Jocal American Civil Liberties chapter, which says
it will sue the school for invading athletes' privacy and violating their
constitutional protections against illegal search and seizure.

Arkansas Chief Ju.,tite Jack Holt Jr. told a recent Little Rock
forum on drug abuse that the Hitler Youth Program of Nazi Germany
may not be a bad model for American anti-drug programs.
.. Hitler taught them that they were a superior race, with superior
minds and superior bodies," Holt said. "I think we can do that, just in
.-cspec:t to (youths') bodies. "

Tens bopes t o launch lis war on drugs despite its financial crisis,
Texas Secretary of State, Myra McDaniel, told a forum last week in
San Antonio.
She said "peer group' programs may help get the "Texans' War On
Drugs' off the ground during a year in which the state has a projected
$900 million deficit and the agency that is supposed to fund the
anti-drug efforts just had to cut $1 million from its budget.

�:�;:�

him.
Sen. Don Nickles has been using

,
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Oklahoma police are passing out cards with University of
Oklahoma players' likenesses on them to discourage Norman and (
Oklaho
youths from taking illicit drugs.

J

Big Bear is looking for Blond Back
Cat to escort him to the greatest
Halloween party of all.

Classifieds

Dear Mom,
For Sale
1-----....:_-- l I hope you had a fantastic 42nd

Apple Ile,
birthday. You are the greatest and
now all of UOP knows it too!
128K, 2 drives, 1200b modem
'
printer, color and monochrome
I love you!
Stephanie
monitors, mouse, joystick, fan
1 10 disks, lots of software, boo s
Katrina,
and manuals, and a whole Jot more
Don't hide i n the corner, come
$11XX> . 944-73 1 3
. �� out and cekbrate! You're no )oiJger
. �
t--.....--.
..o; .._.;,;...;.;��....-...
... r::��- �b"wi' �.J:;.)IOJ tJmb u n a.., ,Jitt!.cfn��g� HaJ?P¥1��ax..
Runs good, best offer. "It's a roomie! ! ! !
steal guys I ! "
Phone ( 209)
Trish and JuUane
957-9932.

k

1

Travel

Share Rentals
l bedroom, 2 bath apt.

PS)

- Coll�g:S ar� bemg
dragged unwillingly mto the
upcoming dections by candidates
who just won't leave the campuses '

Worrtea over athldes' privacy led University of Maryland officials
to chanse their new drug testing procedure to let athletes urinate
without an observer actually watching them excrete.
Under the new rule, a Health Center official watches the athlete
undress, go into a cubicle, and then waits until the athlete rtemerges

.

Oregon/Washington????
Share w/ female. $ 1 50/mon. ,
Are you driving home for
� utilities. Dining roon and tcrrare. Thanksgiving and passing through
Near Hammer and West lane. Call Eugene or going near?? If you
Chris: 95 1 -3800, 473-4095 eves. would like company and someone
to help pay for your gas, call Doug
Employment
- -- 463-95 1 5 (evenings are best).
Work at bome
Excellent income for home
workers, assembling products, etc.
No experience required. Call (.504)
641-8423, ext. 1 8.

fllm footage of Oklahoma State
football coach Pat Jones in his
reelection ads, despite an OSU rule
requiring advance permission to
use its logo.
Both gubernatorial candidates in
South Carolina have used the USC
logo, while Republican candidate
Carroll Campbell also distributed

buttons lmking him to the Clemson Tigers.
Nebras ka's trademark " Herbie
Husker ," along with Ron d Reagan, appeared at a fun<\rmser for
Republican gubernatorial candidate Kay Orr, provoking an angry
rebuke from university officials.
"The chancellor," reports campus spokesman Bob Bruce, "did
.

.

.

�

not and does not feel it's appropriate for the university to be associated with political activities . "
The reason, of course, is that
such politicians hold campus pursestrings. Schools that back the
wrong candidate could fmd their
state or federal funding budgets

cut.
"When you're trying to raise
money," says Larry Higick of the
Gallup Organization in New York,
"you want to get people on both
sides of �e ai�le . You want to st
.
above �lit1cs m order to do that.
H�gtck says e �· t re?tember
p�evtous camprugns m which c:andidates were so eager to assOCiate
.
t hemselves w .t l h t h e 1 r local
campuses but he could offer no
.
. '
,
speculatiOn why they d want to this
year·
Colleges also need t 0 protect the
trademarks on the1r logos ·
In recent years, hundreds of

�r

�
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Apa rthe id
(continuedfrom page 3)

Mkhondo said, "The blacks of
South Africa are desperate and
need outside help . . . If the apart-

;; ;;;;;;;;!.!;:!;;;;;;�;;;;;;.!;;;:��;;;;!:;_.J
:�����;;;;

hied government will not gi ve us
what we want, there will be viol
ence and bloodshed."
"Sanctions by the United States
will help in the long run, but if the
United States does not helo
. us in
our efforts, we will ask the Soviet
Union, " ended Mkhondo.
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�lr. Force Officer Training School

1s an excellen t start to a
challen ging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
startmg pay, medic al care 30
'
days of vacation with pay each
year and mana geme nt
oppo rtunit ies. Contact an
Air Force recrui ter. F i nd out what
Office r Trainin g Schoo l can mean
for you. Cal l

SSgt Rich Ebanks
1 273 E. Shaw Ave.
Fresno, CA 937 1 0
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student vote.
"Congressman Barton is the
only Texas representative with two
Southwest Conference schools i n
his district," Hays says. "The
student vote is important" to him.
Gallup's Hugick thinks the real
aim is to attract toe votes of the
students' parents because the
"young people don't vote (often).

"met once."
South Carolina, whlch lets DoQ.
1 1 (."•
profit grou ps use its block
logo and Gamecock emblem, was
also caught by suprise. "We 61
not anticipate (it)would be used ill

political campaigns, " says USC
attorney Pat Ward.
l'ft'l.
USC, anxious not to off-...
decided to allow both gubernarori.
al candidates to use the symbola
this fall, though "the policy m.
-J
be reviewed after the political son is over.

studen ts
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Proposition 64 states

enrollment drop for the first time in seven years this fall, money may
be influencing enrollment, says admissions Director Dr. T. Anne
Cleary.
" I t definitely plays a greater part than it ought to," she says.
"Young people frequently exclude schools that cost more even when
financial aid, such as it is, is there for them. "
But the educators think other natters beside tuition also may have
provoked t he swing the College Board documented .
Albright points to marketing efforts in Western states t o help keep
homegrown students - who might otherwise have migrated east - in
�tate colleges.
Officiab at the more expensive private colleges in New England
moreover, simp y don't believe they're losing students. Dartmouth
for exam_ple, s! •ll turns away "thousands" of applicants from aJI
_
reg1ons,
mcludmg the West, says Michael Varley of Dartmouth's
admissions office.
The Co l�ge Board, however,did not try to resolve the debate
.
whether t u1t1on mtluences where students choose to go to school.
"No one here at the college Board is prepared to interpret oo
. Jla\a," flays $pokeswoman Janice Gams! .' :We feel asr though th
speak for themselves."

-Q;

Thanks for the friendship and
smiles. It's all meant more than
you know. Continued good luck
in the future.

It was TCU' s Gore who objfa.
ed this time, convincing A and M
officials to do the same. After
hearing the objections, �
quickly recalled the bumperstickers
and vowed never t o use the lOJ}
again without permission.
When the Nickles ad featuriuc
OSU football coach Jones ap.
pea.red on television, the coach told
the school's paper he was "�
sure what political pany Nickles
represent s," although the two bad

logos on his campaign bumperstickers and ads.
But Barton, a 1972 A and M
graduate, didn't re�lize he was

P0CJR NOOMM.J ... 1-\E
CAMf, 10 COl..l.E6f. 10
I...EARtll, eo1 l�SIEAO
G�inWG Ml EOO::�TlON I

J,

�

again)."

like."
"Congressman Barton doesn' t
fall under the resale category,"
adds Gore of the politician who
used the TCU and Texas A and M

�

Personals

·

we figured it was okay(to do h

Texas

�

'!'

aa;t

colleges .
"We want to restrict any abuse
(of the logo), " explai ns Mike Gore who handles logo licensing for
Christian. "Then, it is only
items like t-shirts and the
resale
for

C h ea pe r sc h oo l s d ra w m o re

EW YORK, NY (CPS) - For the first time ever, lower college
enrollments have been linked to ever-increasing tuition in Nor
theastern college, while colleges in the West, where tuitions are
generally lower, arc ''bursting at the seams, ' ' the College Board says in
a report released last week .
The notion that students might choose schools by. how much the
colleges cost is widely viewed as heresy by many educators, who
maintain financial aid helps deserving students pay for tuition and lets
them go where they wam .
But the College Board report says enrollment at public colleges in
the _ Wes t rose a whopping 50 percent since 1980, while the biggest
.
nattonwtde
drop - I I percent - was among private colleges in New
England, where tuitions rose the fastest .
Since 1980, when college tuition stated rising by rates far above the
ge?�rai inflation rate, educators have been confident they weren 't
pncmg some st udents out of higher education.
In the wake of the College Board report, some officials seem ready
to concede higher tuition may at least force some students to choose to
go to cheaper schools.
P E;n a Jac�o'r O)'l fhe westward swing of
" R.il!iJ!!Jtt�itL �flY
the student populatton), Says Paul Albright of the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education. "Higher tuition could be keeping
people closer to home to attend a public institution. ' '
"There could be a linkage between tuition and enrollment "
Albright adds. "The Western schools hr. �e tended to rJ.ise tuition
d
put more of the cost of attending school on the students and parents.
.
But the mcreases
are not as significant in percentage as other parts of
the country. "
Julia � ne �rift of th e National Institute of Independent Colleges
_
d
� Umverstties so thmks students may have college prices more in
mmd when choosmg where to go.
"Students may be looking at the sticker price rather t hat applying
and gomg to talk to th� financial aid office," Thrift says.
Even at the pubhc University of Iowa, which had a minor

·

·

doing anything wrong, asserts campaign manager Cathy Hay.
Hay figured using the logos was
just a good way to attract the
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Homecommg. It &S a time of unity and togethernes
.s It is a timefor the
old and new �o get together. It is a timefor sharing and chee
ring. It is a
time for .(ne�ds and laughte .
.
� With all of this sentimentality,
Homeco"!rng IS also a ltme for mtense competition and rival
ry. From
the sele::tt?n of t�e Homecoming King and Queen to the
Big Game
very
Impor
IS
wms
tant.
who
'
But do you remember who was a King or Queen
two years ago ? Do
you remember who won the Sweepstakes A ward for the float? What
do you remember?
You probably remember working
late at night to put the finishing
touches on the float. You remember watching or (bein
g in) the
colorful parade down Pacific A venue.
You remember cheering and
ootb
the
at
all game. You re"!e"!ber t�eparties
f
yelling
.
.
_ wr/1 lmge
Homecommg and rts memones
r m our minds for years to
come. The names of the people or groups who won the contes
ts will be
.
forgotten m a few years. It doesn 't matter who wins. What
does
matter is who had the mostfun. So HA VE FUN AND ENJ
OY.

'
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A I D S I ni ti a ti v e

Dell' Editor:
Last year �Y of us at UOP
.
_ on
signed a petitio
n to get a bill

.

e!l years. this fall, money
tlm 1 ton Direct or Dr. T. may
Ann

e

•

nen . month's

ballot that -:vould
.
identify :'"d treat AIDS Vl�
and
e
rs.
hough
Al
!
we
Signed
�
the b� �usc: Jt sc:emed hel�ful,
the bill s poSSible mt�retations
are harmful, hence the bill should
not be �sed. Lyndon La.Ro�ch�,
th� nupn SUJ>??rter of this bill, 1S
usmg �o�sttion � to promote
his pres1d�tial candidacy.
.
Proposltio.n 64 states that public
� �ffia� �ould have the
�t to tdentify, .ISolate an� quaranune ..persons infected Wlth the
virus {carriers), or have the eliasc." Health officials could: demand AIDS victims or carriers be
� to "places of �alation"

a J?�blic health measure.

fife a teacher or food handler who
has �S or might be a carrier of
the vrrus. I plan to be a teacher,
�ut I could legally lose my job
snnply because I ass�ate with
homosexuals who m1ght have
AIDS.
.
.
Peo�le for the bill,
like
Khuskro
G�di of the Los Angeles DemOcratic Party Central Committee,
plead to the public to "keep AIDS
out of o'-?' schools and out of our
commeraal food establishments ."
l-lowever, "No one has cpntacted
AIDS from casual contact at a
restaurant, grocery store or in the
workplace," says Gladden V. Elliot, M.D., President of the California Medical Association.
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certainly say there is a problem.
If people still don't realize that a
we are in the midst of the
der
mite problem has hit "close to
Homecoming Week activities · as
home" at UOP, then the correct
well as National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week, information has answer may lie in four simple
questions.
been brought to our attention on
ak:ohol related issues. It seems as 1 . Are there parties at UOP? The
though most of the activities revol answer is obviously "yes."
ving around this week are geared 2.. Is there alcohol served at these
parties? Again the answer is obvi
to show how much fun can be had
I without drinking alcohol and � o\lSly "yes.' '
\ U.I'COPle how..t� what their . 3.· .no ow friends drink and drive?
''Hmif" is. All of this is pointless if
The answer to this question may
we consider that fact that this
not be obvious to most, but to me
weekend is the biggest party of the and I think a lot of you is also
)'ear and a great many of the UOP
"yes."
community will be drinking alco
4. Is drinking and driving a bad
bol.There will be alcohol cons�
combination? I can't possibly see
tion everywhere from Thursday
how one could view drinkiing and
evening to the early hours of
driving as a good comination.
Sunday morning.
Now if all people believe that the
The problem, however, lies in answer to these questions is "yes,"
driving while under the influence then why is drunk driving the
of alcohol. Alcohol awareness foremost killer of people in our age
group? Until everyone at UOP
seems only to touch upon drunk
driving, and being it is National realizes that there is a problem
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness right here in front of us, we as a
college community are not safe
week, I feel driving while w:tder the
i!Uluence ®serves_ more attentio� from becoming part of a statistic.
llllinfY 'tiiiuse Bkohol related colli
Let us all try and keep this in mind
sions are the main causes of death as we are enjoying ourselves this
in our age group. Over 8(XX) young weekend and for the rest of the
adults are killed and over 40,000 year.
are injured each year because of
driving while under the influence.
Stephen A. MolineiU
At UOP, one may think that
there isn't a problem whereas there
really is. Most people are not
aware of the fact that in the recent
Plllt, every living group on campus
has bad some type of "incident"
involving driving while under the
i&fuJenee- -of- �ot 1 would

•
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I don, know, there's something fishy
about that float.
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Dear Editor:
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c e l e b ra ti o n s h o w s u n it

One argument by Nancy T.
Mullan, M.D. in the California
ballot pamphlet is false Dr · Mullan argues that over 70 of AIDS
victims are not homosexuals or
intravenous drug users indicating
that AIDS can be transmitted by
casual contact and caught by people like you and I. However, the
October 1985 issue of Harpers
stated that 90 of AIDS victims are
homosexuals and intravenous drug
users. AIDS is still a very specific
disease that mostly attacks certain
groups.
You may also read in the ballot
pamphlet that the AIDS virus can
live outside the body up to seven
days, suggesting that anyone who
comes in contact with the virus
could contract AIDS. This is very

misleading. Although the AIDS
virus has been found in saliva,
tears and sweat there is "no data
sugg�ting the virus is transmittable by casual contact or through
saliva" says Gary MacDonald, an
executive director of AIDS Action
Council of the Federation of AIDS
Related Organization. The virus
may live outside the body, but it
still has to get into another person's blood system for that person
to contract AIDS.
Proposition 64 should not be
passed because, although the bill
seems helpful, the interpretations
are harmful. Vote "NO" on Proposition 64, the La Rouche lnitiative.

This is in rebuttal to the article
that was written in the October
16th edition of The Pacifican enti
tled "Statistics Irrelevant".
In this article you'tried to point
out how Dr. Edwards wrongly
used statistics to show how black
athletes are bcing exploited. I think
you wrongly used the statistics. Dr.
Edwarps was JJBing �� iP
general. He pointed out that black
athletes make up "57 percent of all
pro football players," yet blacks
hold no head coaching jobs. Very
few black men are assistant coa
ches, and there is only one black
official in Pete Rozelle's office.
This is where black exploitation
comes in. Not by playing the game
or receiving the scholarship - it
starts after you have received the
scholarship.
I also disagree with your point
that "Edwards and so many blacks
are living proof that blacks can
succeed" . Dr. Edwards ·was not
saying blacks cannot succeed. He
was pointing out that it is a little
bit harder for a person of color to
succeed than a person without
color. Another very relevant statis
tic Dr. Edwards used to point this
out is "only 1 percent of all
lawyers are black." Why? It is not
because blacks don't want to be
lawyers, but because it is a little bit
harder.
I also disagree with your com..:
parison on Student athletes having
The same amount of time for study
ing as non-athletes who work part-

offers new

Editor's note: Several weeks ago,
The Pacljican, presented the two
sides of the School ofInternational
Studies. The School has been ap
proved by the Board of Regents
(see story page one). Upon request,
Academic Vice President, Oscar
Jarvis has written some of his
views on what the school will bring
to UOP.

·

JMB

New light on stats
Dear Editor:

I nt ern at io n a l sc ho ol

time. I am speaking with experi
ence from both points and student
athletes have far less time than
students not involved in athletics. I
feel that you, any other member of
The Pacijican, or the student body
who feels the way you do should :
(I) Sit down and talk with someone
who has been there and (2) see
someone like Dr. Edwards to enh
ance their knowledge. Do not go
by here--say tfte wa� you did.·
In summary, I feel some things
are said only to tear down what
one person is trying to do. True,
Dr. Edwards used a lot of statis
tics, but I do not feel one needs to
be a "Phi Beta Kappa" to under
stand and interpret the importance
and relevance of the statistics ne
·

used

.

La Shawn Wells

,.

Dear Editor:

the �acific �lished an I,Yl_dergra

The Regents of the University of

d\iate School of· International Stu
dies with three majors within a
Bachelor of Arts program. The
majors include: (1) International
Studies, (2) International Rela
tions, and (3) International Affairs
and Commerce.
Presently, there are about 35
majors in International Studies
and 45 majors in International
Relations at the University. With
the increased visibility that a
School of International Studies will
provide, and since UOP will have
the only undergraduate school in a
independent university in the far
western states, the School should
have� 'TSO: 1or· more studentS by
1991-92 academic year.
Current students majoring in
International Studies or in Interna
tional RelationS may elect to com
plete their baccalaureate degrees in
the academic concentrations in
which they are enrolled currently
or transfer into the School of
International Studies. It is antici
pated that new students will be
attracted to the School in suffie-

choices
numbers so that enrollments
in the College of the Pacific and
the School of Business and Public
Administration will not be affected
adversely. For example, the three
majors depend upon COP course
work within the social sciences
heavily as well as modern languag
cient

es.

The University's Study Abroad
program is quite healthy at this
time. It is expected that slightly
over 100 students will participate in
the program. Presently, there are
140 stations in 40 nations available
to students through the Study
Abroad program. It is envisaged
that there will be ample placement
opportunities in this program to
meet the interests of students at
tracted to the new School.
The El Centro facilities formerly
used by Elbert Covell College are
available and can adequately house
the new School of International
Studies. Two guest bedrooms
above the mezzanine will be con�
verted into faculty offices.
The Bechtel International Cen
ter will continue to be a focal ,eoint
to bring domestic and internatioruA
students together for long �
activities such as: World on Wed
nesdays, cross-cultural orientation
courses, International Student As
sociation Coffee Houses, new fore
ign student orientation, <llscusosi n
meetings which bring together stu
dents of different nationalities for
a single purpose, and the tradition
al Thanksgiving Dinner.

Oar Janis

Academk: Vke-Pftsldent

Sta r Wa rs resea rch blasts Su m m it

tages. First, due to its staggering
comple
xity, SDI could probably
Now that the Reyjavik Mini
Summit is over, it is time we never be made 100 percent effecti
t&k.e a look back at what happened, ve, so dozens of Soviet ICBM's
could still get through in an all out
or more accurate1y what abnost hap
attack.
Second, the SDI system
Pcml·�·8nd dorbachev came
very close to a major breakthrough would not be effective against
bombers or cruise missle weapons,
in arms control. The agreement
would have lowered balistic missles which were not even covered by the
on each side by 50 percent. Reagan summit proposal. Third, scientists
turned down the deal because of working on Star Wars could not
the Strategic Defense Initiative work on other, more important
(SDI), or "Star Wars," a program research, with goals that are more
which would be very costly, and easily obtainable. Putting money
into SDI would also leave less for
most likely technically impossible.
Pouring money into the Star · other government spending, such
Wars program has many disadvan- as student loans, and especially
Dear Editor;

conventional military forces. This
situation could weaken us militari
ly, leaving the U.S. and Western
Europe more vulnerable to a COD·
ventional Soviet attack. Weakened
conventioaal forces in NATO
would increase the chance of a
Soviet victory in conventionai
war, thereby forcing us to use
nuclear weapons, possibly leading
to an all out nuclear war. With all
these problems with SDI, why did
Reagan refuse to give it up in
Iceland, in order to reach such a
breakthrouah agreement? A very
good questiop.

� Dueltlftl A Jay McGowan

What do you enjoy the most about Homecoming?

• • •

Krls Bauer
Sophomore
BuSiness

So.Phomore
Educadon

Klm Eres

Leo Mallarl

Senior

1 enjoy the game because

FJectrical EniP._I!ee!ln g

it brings-· the whole campus
toget�r and it eliminates the . .
rivizlrjes between the frater-n.iires: sororities-- and living
groups.

I enjoy the parade because
everyone is out there rooting
for UOP and having fun.
Homecoming involves the
community.

The best thing abou i
Homecoming is having the
alumni come back and the
parties at our fraternity.

Cayll Schaefer

Sophomore
Business

1 enjoy the football game
and the parties and having
the alumni come b�ck. I. met
a tot of people ar lhe last
Homecoming.

Sophomore

� �Lam�

Business
I enjoy the togetherness of

the_ghoo(. There 's a lot of
unity in flow the people in
teract and combine together
to build thefloats.
Homecoming brings the
school and people together.
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A b�ief loo k back. . .
Homecoming is a time of remembering -- special
times, places and people come to the forefront of our
memories and are thought of with smiles, tears, and
reverence.
As we welcome back our alumni this Homecoming,
we at The Pacifican remember, with photographs, times
when our campus was much younger.
On September 2 7, 1924, the Stockton Dally/Evening
Record published a special section welcoming the College
of the Pacific to Stockton. Filled with cut-out pictures,
shon, information-filled articles about some of the depar
tments of the College, poems and warm welcomes galore
from local merchants, this special section illustrated how
glad Stockton felt to have COP relocate in the Central
Valley.
Une of the things UOP has come to be known for is
the architecture. Ivy-covered brick walls have become our
trademark. In 1924, however, they certainly weren 't as
prevalent. The only buildings completed were North Hall,

hdfk Oub as It wa beiDa built.

•Modem' Bunoughs mainframe computer room .

a men 's dorm (now Hand Hall, and home of KUOP, The
Pacijican, and the Communication Department), South
Hall (one-half of what is n o w South West), a
social/dining hall (no w A nderson Hall), the A d
ministration building (now known as Knoles Hall), a
women 's dorm (some refer to it now as «The Zoo "), and
the President 's house. In the past 62 years, a football
stadium with club atop, a new University Center and the
School of Pharmacy are just a few of the buildings erec
ted.
But structures do not a great university make. It 's
been the people -- those who built floats and marched in
the parade, or decorated their living areas to reflect their
hopes that the Tigers would win the big game, that have
made the difference.
This is why we welcome back our alumni each year
with open arms. Homecoming is a time to look back,
remember, and lookforth to when we're all alumni.
By Tricia Krause
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Walkway between Hand HaD and what Is now the U.C., under constmction.
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Artist's coaceptlon of orlaiUi plus for the U.C.

''Pacific''

By Justice Albert C. Parker

Thrice welcome, dean of
Western schools!
Wide open swing our doors
There's nought too good for
thee or thine,
The hest we have is yours!
The city 'sfuture greatness d4tes
From this historic year;
0, what a blessing 'tis to have
A Christian coUege here!

To you in fellowship and love,
We toss the golden key,
This day we make a most
complete
Surrender unto thee,·
Let greetings from our joyous
hearts
Re-echofar and near.
We're proud of all we did to
bring
A Christian college here.
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Rejoice ye sons and d4ughters all
em this grmtfestive day!
Make it time to render t�
A. time to sing andpray;
Proclaim g/od tidingsfar and wide
. And with a reverant cheer.
PraiSe God, who sent at our
behest
A ChriStian college here.
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A school that holds before its
youth
The stand4rd of the Cross.
And teaches that a Godless life
Is counted but a lossSuch a school 's a mighty asset,
and
It takes no bard or seer
To tell us that it's good to have
A Christian college here.

�
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Photos courtesy ofOmega Phi Alpha, The Stockton Daily/Evening
Record of September 27, 1924, and The Pacfican
i
photo files.
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Quotable q uote s

"Money can't buy happiness, but i t can buy you a yacht and you
can sail right up next to it. " - David Lee Roth
"The age of chivalry is certainly not dead. If a college girl drops one
of her books, almost any boy in her class will be delighted to kick it
back to her." - anonymous

"Education is a weapon, whose effects depend on who holds it in
his hands and at whom it is aimed." - Joseph Stalin, 1953

Said a girl graduate, "Four years of college, and whom has it got
me?" - anonymous

"In Hollywood all marriages are happy. It's trying to live together
afterwards that causes the problems. ' ' - Shelly Winters

"It is also possibl,. that blondes prefer gentlemen. " - Mamie Van
American Film actress

Dorren,

"If you think education is expensive, try ignorance. ' ' - Derek Bok,

American academic

"Men - They're either married or gay
and if they're not gay
They've just broken up with the most
wonderful woman in the world
Or a bitch who looks exactly like me
They're in transformation from a
mon8gamous relationship and they need more space
Or they're tired of space, but they just can't commit
Or they want to commit, but they're afraid to get close
Or they want to get close, and you don't want to get near them."

\..

-

The Big Chill
.J

Discove r the worl d of
By Paui Touw
Guest Wnter

0

nee upon a time, about two
years ago to be exact , com

puters were the distant and
esteemed item -- something
associated with the life styles of
fantastically
and
rich
sophisticat�. For i���
computer, you were obv1ously nc�
enough to afford one and at least
as sophisticated as the computer it
self. I'll admit I used to be im
pressed with a friend who worked
with computers on his summer job
at a time when most of us worked
with shovels. Or, when my dad fir
st started his company, clients
would call and he would say "One
moment please, let me check the
computers. " He would then run to
the ji/e cabinet for the information
- "You see son, we want to look
like an impressive ten million
dollar company. "
"Ot course Dad."
But those were the olden days.
Then one Saturday afternoon I
was strolling through downtown
Denver with my brother. We no
ticed a sign in a window saying
"Test Drive a Macintosh and we'll
give you a FREEr-shirt.'' We were
both instantly interested. So we
walked into the store but saw no

!MS�.�

•

cars. It was pretty ifntnssive though

-

I

I

computers everywhere. Seconds
later a sales�n approached us.
"Yes, we're here to test drive the
Macintosh and collect our free
T-shirt. By the way, I take a size
large and my brother takes a
medium."
"O.K., have a seat there."
"O.K . . Right here?"
"Yes, right there."
"O.K. , that's a computer ?"
"No, that's a Macintosh . "
I soon found myself seated in
front of a personal computer. 1
thought, "I'D just look impressed
for a while as this guy gives his
speech on a new computer, I
presume, called a Macintosh. Fun
ny, most computers are called
names like the "Zip Chip 2000
Series Zip-8 Million. " In any case ,
I knew one thing, if this was
anything like other computers, I
was destined to be incredibly bored
by what ever this guy was about to
say. The thing I didn't know was
that all my computer misconcep
tions were about to be shattered.
The salesperson first turned on
the Macintosh with one switch.
The screen lit up displayina in
teresting little pictures of objects'
like a trash can, a brush, and a
things I
hand holding a pencil

-

had no trouble recosniz.jng The sales
person then moved a lll(Qe, a mav
in box which looked like a mouse.
By moving the mouse over the desk,
an arrow on the screen also moved

I could then tell the computer what
I wanted to do by pointing to
different pictures (like the trash

can) representing different func
tions.
This was totally unlike any com
puter I had ever seen. By then
clicking a button on the mouse, the
function represented by the picture
would start . In other words, all I
had to do was point and cLick on a
picture of a small chart. I found I
was pretty good at pointing. 1 had
�n �in�iJl,.S at thin� ever since I
To' ctick' IS 'even
simpler. Once I mastered pointing
and clicking, it seemed that I had
mastered the Macintosh. Anyone
can point and click. So 1 would
suppose anyone could use the
Macintosh.
Then I began to explore. Once in
a graphics program, I drew my
signature on the screen using the
mouse. By pointing to different
pictures, for instance, a square,
and then clicking, the mouse
would change its function to make
perfect squares - or circles, or
lines, or just about anything I
could point to. Before I knew it, an
hour had passed and I had discov
ered dozens of fascinating tricks.
By pointing and clicking, I had
written a letter to my dad and had
signed it with my own "com
puterized" signature. I was fas
cinat�. I was actually using a
computer to produce some very im
pressive things which looked even
more impressive than what very
impressive computers could produce - yet I had only been there an
hour, I hadn't ever opened a
computer manual.
After my first experience test
driving a Macintosh, it wasn't long
before I decided 1 had to have one.
I could go places with this thing.
Literally. After cliscovering I didn't
need a Swiss bank account to own
a Macintosh, I bought one.
With the introduction of Macin
tosh in 1984 came the introduction
of a revolution in computer use
and simplicity. The idea that com
puters ought to be simple rather
than impossible to use is not a new
one however. With the advent of
personal computers n the mid-70's
where hardware engineers actually
tried to confine an entire computer
to less than a room, many software
companies began to produce sof

'iN'ttlifernt;er.
&

twar� , which a not-so-computer
sophistocated person could unde
rstand. In fact, in recent years
software companies associated the
word "easy" with their software
without false advertising claims.
However, Macintosh, by Apple
Computer, was the frrst complete
effort at making a computer un
eommonly convenient to use from its hardware to its software.
Apple then clid a very clever thing.
They made their user friendly com
puter just as powerful and versatile
as they made it easy to use.
At a glance, tht" Macintosh looks
simple. Simple looking keyboard
-:- no fancy botton.,. Simple look
mg screen . Even its "footprint" is

S t ud en t
U O P t riv i a proj ec t

l i1 te r e st in g
By Jim Smith
Staff Wnter

P

eople often take the sights
and activities of UOP fCir

gJ anted and never think too much
about the University and its
history.
Many interesting facts about the

University are around , but frw
peole know about them. Sorne
may even shock you. Here are a
few found while I was looking into
the deep, dark history of the past
years at UOP.
Did you know that when the

University first received its charter
on July, 10, 1 85 1 , the name of tho!
original school was known as the
California Wesleyan College ?
When the college was first foun
ded, the original location was in
Santa Clara. The institution later
moved to San Jose and in 1924
moved to the present location in
Stockton.
In 1 85 1 , a professor named
Hall's
(Bannister
Bannister
namesake) was appointed to take
charge of the Preparatory School
of the University, as principal. His
annual salary was placed at the
amount of $2,000.
The University also was the
pioneer of the first medical school
on the West Coast in 1 858. The
fees for attending the school were
not as overwhelming as they seem
these days. Maltriculation fee wa<>
set at $5; the fee for each professor
was $30; the graduation fee was
$50. Talk about inflation! !

the

sur
sation. One story particularlv
a front
as
ran
ry
sto
.
This
me
prised
page story in the Stockton Record
on May 1 1 th 1 976. The headJ!ne

In 1 872, the connection between
the medical coUege and UOP was
dissolved. The department was later
incorporated as Cooper Medical
School in San Francisco, which in
tum , later became the Medical
Department of Stanford Universi
ty which today is known as the
p fic Medical Center.
The buildings and other struc
tures around UOP hold certain
uivial facts that have an interesting
past. The six Ionic style columns
. which stand outside Knoles Hall,
and are one of the most familiar
landmarks to UOP students and
visitors, were originally part of the
facade of the Stockton Public
Library. These columns were don
ated to the University some years
ago when the library no longer had
any use for them. The columns are
placed in such a position that if one
stands in the direct center of the
structure and yells, the sound will

,


read : UOP in Disbelief of Prostitu
ved
tion on Campus. It was belie

·

an unknown source.
Although none of it was ever
proven, a student at the time who
requested to remain unidentified
was quoted in the article as sayin g,
"People are just sleeping with
other peop le. When you are getting
paid that' s when it's against the
law." Now that's what I call trivia!
UOP is a star in its own right.
Because of it's beautiful architec
ture and exquisite landscape, UOP
has been the site for the filming of
many movies; "All the King's
Men," "Friendly Frre", " Raiders
of the Lost Ark", "Dreamscape",
and "The Sure Thing," just to
name a few. UOP in the movies
has been called many differen t
names, such as Harvard and Univ
ersity of Harvard and has been
located in different parts of the

echo back.
The Sanctuary Window and the
Rose Window, two of the decora
tive stained glass windows located
in Morris Chapel, were originally
part of the Temple Methodist
Church in San Francisco . These
windows were taken out of the
church in San Francisco after it
was partially destroyed by frre.
Fraternity Circle has always
been an exciting part of UOP
history. Archania, one of the old
est organizations on campus and
fraternities in California, was orga

ommu nicati on! That' s the
goal of several students in
volved in a project conducted by
Sue Gust. Several students in t he
Interp erson al Com mu nicat ion s
class here at UOP wiU be selling
pool tabs at a series of Bingo
Game s. The Catho lic Charities
Foundation is in charge of the
weekly event. The goal of the
students is to commu nicate with
different individuals from different
races, culture s, and varied lifestyles
in an interpersonal manner. The
students are excited and eager to
attend the Bingo Games dressed in
halloween costumes and to ex.
perience different ideals, attitudes
' and beliefs. Although the group of
students consists mainly of com.
munication majors, this particular
project will benefit each student's
educational goals, UOP and the

C

tha t
during the fall semester of
UOP
from
co-eds
20
year some

had participated in acts of prostitu
.
base
a
as
tion and were using UOP
of
h
muc
and
false
The story was
to
what was said was attributed
vicious rumors that started from

�

u.s.

Not only has UOP been the sight
for many movies, but it has also
been the educator of many who
have gone on to become stars.
Janet Leigh, movie actress and star
of the movie "Psycho," was once
a UOP student. Others are Ken
Kerchival, one of the stars of
" Dallas" ; Jay Hammer and Rod
Arrants, both stars· of daytime
television; Dave Brubeck, famed
J azz
p1anist ,
and
Darrin
McGavin and Robert Culp both
farncus movie actors. UOP nol
only has graduated people in the
entertainment field but also people
who hold important offices in
business and government.
Many thanks to the UOP ar
chives and the Alumni Develop
ment office for making this story
possible. Hopefull)' . this story wiU
help develop interest in UOP, so
others will use the resources availa
ble to them.

nized in 1 854. It was frrst a literary
society and later became a Greek
organization. The house where Ar
chania now is located was built at
an initial cost of $30,(XX) in 1925.
Omega Phi Alpha was the frrst
house to be completed in the circle
and was officially opened on June
lOth, 1925. The four sons of Tully
Knoles, one time president of t!1c
University and namesake for
Knoles Hall, were all members of
Omega Phi Alpha.
The Conservatory of Music,
which was one of the frrst buildings
to be completed on the University
grounds when the campus moved
to St�ktpn;' ori�y was built at

Mac

By Teresa Grim

Guest Wnter

community.
The students involved encourage
other UOP students to try their
luck at Bingo on October 27
between S p.m. and 9 p.m. The
money the students make will ben.
efit the Catholic Charities Foun.
dation. For more information, con

Teresa Grim at 944-7 1 26. Try your
luck and rio matter what, you'll
come out ahead, because you are
supporting a worthy cause.

tact Jaime Arteaga at 968-1 501 or

. . . to information from :
the Federal goverrunent is
available to you at more
than 1 ,380 Depository Li·
braries across the country.
You can visit any of these
libraries and use the De
pository collection free of
charge. To find the Federal
Depository in your area,
contact your local library
or write to the Federal
Depository Library

small so it doesn't impose on a
desk. For all its simple appearance,
however, it is without a doubt the
most advanced personal computer.
Its "brain" is au astonishingly fast
32-bit microprosessor - far more
sophisticated than the 16-bit
no fancy buttons. Simple look
microprocessor found in most per
Program, Office of the
sonal computers. Il also uses the
new 1- ''i inch m i c r o- flo ''1
Public Printer, �'1shin
disks which store as muffi as 4
·�rn tlllre& J)ast'OOP lias had
DC 20401.
times as many bits and bytes as some interesting topics of convermost standard 5 Yc inch floppy disks
even a computer guru would love
this machine. But then the Macin
tosh takes off where all other
computers crash. The graphics ca
pabilities of the Macintosh are
simply not found in any other
computer. The mouse can create
graphs, pictures, and illustrations
as intricate as anything a pencil,
ruler and compass can produce.
And in about half the time. And
without all the mistakes.
It also enables me to choose
between hundreds of fonts
(characters). In fact, when the
character style abilities and the
graphics abilities of the Macintosh
4
are added to the LaserWriter - a
printer which uses a laser to print
9 1 ,000 dots per square inch every piece of paper I produced on
a Macintosh can have the pro
fessional look of a typeset doc
ument .
I also discovered that some of
the most powerful programs run
on a Macintosh . The combinations
of the immense computing power
and intuitive operating conventions
gives programs created for Macin
tosh unexcelled power and com
puting ease, there are no classes
to take, no codes to memorize, nor
frustrations to scream about. Mor
eover, once you have learned the
basic skills of operating the Macin
tosh, 80 percent of what is needed
is already known. In fact, I 've
owned my Mac for nearly six
months and use it practically every
day and still haven' t read beyond
page 6 in the instruction manual
accompanied with it.
I think it is the best thing that
ever happe ned - the next
revolution in the computer in
e more y?u
the more coordination you lose .
dusty . In fact, Fortune magazine
That s a £act, p1am and srrnple
named it one of the top ten best
1
It's
new products created in 1 984.
a fa
t
oun es of ber,e
ounces of wine and
Others write, "Finding fault with
ounces 0f spm.ts
have
the
same alcohol content And
the Macintosh is sort of like
. exces
consumed m
critiquing the ceiling of the Sis
s,
can
you
too
' people
tine Chapel. "
much and then go out and expect to
h dle a �
Ther_e i s no question that the
en you
Macintosh is a breakthrough in
too much 1 v
rou can't handle a car.
I
v:
computers, if not, in human pro
rou can t even handle a pen.
ductivity. The realm that it has
op.!ned still doesn 't cease to amaze
me . . I have nothing to do with
Macmtosh other than owning one
N�nethelu;s, I urge you to tes
dnve one at the nearest computer
store . If nothing else, you'll enjo
y
the hour or so you explore one of
the ma':'els ?f modern technolog
y
and engmeenng genius.
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Ta ke fi v e : b e a k id a g a in !

BY Robyn Bul lard
Featu-re..Ed It or

peelin' like you need to flip into

another world for a little while ,
y escape the obstacles
just to briefl
Try smelling that
ood?
ulth
ad
of
smell
of a freshly
miliar
ob-so-fa
ed box of Crayolas and see if
n
ope
it that doesn't take you back in
time at least 12 years.
Although we are told over and
over to "behave like adults, " often
doing just the opposite of that can
make a person feel wonderful.
After all, how many times as a
child can you recall feeling really
stressed?
Childhood had a lot more bene
fits than we ever gave it credit. Of
course, we can't actually return to
our younger years. Well, inaybe
just for one day . . .
A nuinber o f activities can take
us or our minds back to those
thrilling days of yesteryear, when
$5 was a lot and the opposite sex
had " cooties. " But first, let's get
one thing straight: The only way to
do this successfully is by doing
things that you yourself did as a
kid. Video games and VCR's don't
count. Those are for today's tots.
Let's be authentic, kids.
Go buy same Play-Doh. Remem
ber the hours of entertainment that
silly stuff provided? And even
better now, there's no one around
to tell you that you can't eat it!
Go to an animated kids' fJ.lm,
with a friend or alone. Disney's
latest is "The Great Mouse Detec

tive," and matinees are constantly
running old favorites. But please,
don't try to pass for 1 2 or under. It
just won't work anymore.
Or how about picking a breezy
day and going to fly a kite? UOP's

the �·roeral gmoernment is
· able to you at more
than I J80 Depository U·
brnrie; across the country
You can vi<iit any of these
libraries and use the !)e.
po11 ry collectio n &ee of
dwge. To find the Fedenl
Depository in your area,
contact )'Our local library
\\Tile to the Federal
I pos tory Ubrary
Program. Office of
. . . to information from

�

Public Pr inter, WasJw
oc 20401.

L------_____,1

Brookside Field i" a perfect pia�
for this, as are many of Stockton's
public parks.
Speaking of the park, that's next
on the list: go to the park and
swing, play on the monkey bars, or
do whatever else your heart de
sires. Remember the days of teeter-

!

Let you r
ta.le nt s h G
If you're a poet
and you know it
let me show it
on my page!

I would like to include some
student poetry, writing and just
plain creativity in the Feature sec
tion, but I need your help! Don't
be shy or embarrassed. Show your
talent by submitting any of your
favorite works. Contact Robyn
Bullard at The Pacifican, 9462114, or 944-7 108.

tottering with that much-biggerthan-yourself friend, and it seemed
like you were a)ways on the up
end? .
If solitude is what you want,
fmd the tallest tree you can and
climb it. You can watch everyone
below and never be discovered.
Take a book if you like. Climb as
high as you can. Just beware of
those birds seeking an even higher
degree of solitude than yourself.
With Halloween approaching,
why not get yourself a costume and
go trick-or-treating? Wait until
dusk, go to a friendly looking
neighborhood, and mix in with a
group of kids: You're just too tall
for your age.
If it's aggressions you need to
get out, sacrifice a dollar and buy a
couple of squirt guns. These simple
plastic toys can provide hours of
fun and entertainment for you and
a friend. Or, stand on the second
level of the University Center
during one of those dances and . . .
To anger your parents, as you
did so often back in the old days,

��·====·'=:
. =======t

go home for the weekend and have
some fun with them. They'll be ex
pecting a trasformed intellectual
son or daughter. Don't give it to
them : leave your vegetables on you
plate , drink straight from the milk
carton, and leave your belongings
strewn randomly throughout the
house. Oh ya! I almost forgot:
don't bathe and never brush your
teeth.
Finally, go to a toy store and
buy yourself that toy you always
wanted when you were a kid but
never got. If you're feeling really
childish, charge it to your parents.
That will teach them to read the
Christmas list a little more careful
ly next time.
The list could go on and on: play
on a Hoppity-hop, watch cartoons
in your pajamas, or just stick your
tongue out at someone. Whatever
. type of childish behavior you
choose for yourself, make it fun.
But don't forget to come back to
reality, sooner or later. Otherwise
UOP could turn into one big Grace
Covell.
Bye, kids !

sion station to cover most of the

By Eric Zimmerman

Bust .

Staff Writer

T

he road to Fresno turned out
to be a successful one for the
Greeks. Many national houses
warmed up to their sister houses
and the locals had fun watching
and participating with the other
Fresno Greeks. The spirit of the
Fresno-Pacific football game came
mostly from the Greeks. Omega
Phi Alpha had an outstanding tur
nout and their spirit was very high.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was in full
force and made the end-zone an
••

••

•
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A Homeco m i ng remin isce nce
By Kristin Schwellenbach

=llloo'WF

Staff Writer

t's that time of year again
for us to parade down
Pacifk Avenue with floats, kazoos
lbld brielcases to celebrate another
UOP Homecoming. But what is
Homecoming all about? How did
it � and what is it meant to be?
If you have been dying to know the
answers to these vital questions,
_read on !
The tradition of Homecoming
has changed over the years, and
some schools have done away with
the celebrations surrounding the
cxcasion. but at many colleges and
universities, and even some high
schools, Homecoming is one of the
year's big events.
Traditionally, Homecoming has
been a time for alumni to re-live
the good ol' days at their alma
mater, seeing old friends and en
joying the big game with the. J!CW
aeiierlition of students. At many
schools, the Homecoming queen
crowned in the previous year
would return to pass the tiara to
her successor .
The flrst UOP Homecoming
celebration took place on
November 1 , 1 924. According to
the yearbook for 1924-25, "It was
heralded with a monstrous parade
and bonfrre Thursday evening in
preparation for the Big Game with
the Cal (Davis) Aggies." After
dedicating the new football stadi
um, the Bengals (as UOP's Tigers
were then called) went on to a
17-14 victory over the Aggies. So
began a tradition of parades and
bonfrres that has been going on
every year since.
The election of a Homecoming
King and Queen bas always been a
source of controversy to those who
view it as a contest based on looks

�
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It' s a l l G reek to me

exci�t>la<7 to be.
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Greek women carne out on top of
the patch. Alpha Chi Omega's
Jennifer Hall was this year's Miss
Watermelon . Theta carne in first in
the Watermelon Tag and placed
fourth in the Watermelon Romba
and Obstacle course. The sororit
ies that participated this year were
Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Gamma,
and Kappa Alpha Theta. Their
spirit was overwhelming on the
watermelon playing fleld and at the
game . This caused a Fresno televi�

The houses are gearing up for
Homecoming. The fraternities and
sororities are teaming up for a fun
filled weekend of floats, family,
friends, food, and fiesta. Most of
the Greeks will have their alumni
over for the festivities. This is the
weekend the houses are full of
color and life.
Interfraternity council has elect
ed the Fall Rush Chairmen, Danny
Rubinitz and Marc Villers, for
1 986. They will be in charge of the
four weeks of rush. Rush will start

January 2l,

l986u<l
wi bid
February i:Oth.- This will

day on
start with an orientation on Janua
ry 20th. More information will
become available at a later date.
Today, the men of Phi Delta
Theta
will
participate
in
Octoberfest, funded by the Sexual
Assault Center. this is their com
munity service project that will
help the community around them.
The president of Alpha Kappa
Phi is Dave Vort, and should be
corrected from the last issue.

and popularity, not involvement or
academic achievement. There have
been a few years in which men
have run as candidates for queen,
perhaps trying to make a statement
for equal rights. Despite the fact
that it may be discriminatory, the
elections of a royal couple to
preside over the Homecoming cele-

bration are part ·of the Hof-ecom
ing tradition at UOP
So, as you watch the floats pass
by this weekend, remember that
Homecoming is more than just a
game, it's a celebration to h<�nor
the thousands of students who, like
you and me, have struggled to
make it to graduation.

Computer ca n hel p fi n d jobs

By Carrie Guadagnolo
Staff Writer

W

hat

type of career is perfect

for you? If you are searching
for answers, the Career Planning
and Placement Center, located in
Anderson Hall, is the place for yo

to begin.'

S.I.G.I. Plus, short for Systems
of Interactive Guidance and
Information, is the name of a new
,state of the art, computer guid
ance system purchased by the Car
eer Planning and Placement Cen
ter to help students fmd the an

swers .

The program helps students with
self assessment and identifying
their skills, goals and personal
values. This information is used to
identify appropriate occupations.
It can tell the student the occupa
tional outlook, the salary, the

studies and preparation needed for
the occupation, and bow to cope
with the demands of the job.
Wells, Assistant Director of Place
ment says, "The system is a very
thorough one. The amount of
information it gives you is amaz-

Craig

John Derr� a freshman cui'rently
using the new system stated, "I
can't believe all the information on
the computer just for ODe OOCUP'i
tion. I ooUid sithere for days. I'd
recommend this system to ever
yone. It's helping me to know what
steps to take to prepare for my
job."
Chris Hanna, a student advisor
working with freshmen stated,
"S.l.G.I. is great! It's very beriefi�
cial and gives good, specific infor
mation."
Doug Smith, a faculty advisor
for new freshmen said, "S.I.G.I. is

ing."

�

a top of the line system. Quality
information is now readily availa
ble to students to help them pre
pare for their careers."
In addition to this program,
students may take the Strong
Campbell Interest Inventory,
which surveys student interests and
matdtes these ):JeOple with those of
people in different career flelds,
helping students to focus on specif
ic occupations suited to them.
To get a better idea of what is
required on a particular area of
interest, students can participate in
the Career Exploration Program.
This program pafrs students with
�UCCeSSful alumni and other friends
of the Ynivcr� tQ �t. oc
Cupational compatibility.
For an appointment to try out
the services, contact
Wells at
the Career Planning and Place
ment Office at 946-236 1 .

Craig
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DAILY WEAR, EXTENDE:D WEAR OR
N$ 1S029

SO FT 'C ON TACT S
Com plete

Price includes : c:ontact lens, exam. spherical contact lenses.
care kit and follow up care.

Bt FOCA L
PRESC RIPTIO NS
Large inventory of gas permeable hard lenses.

$1 7900
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• 20·station one touch auto �i al er
You can start< up to 20 pho ne numt.ors

into {he

memory w1th a maximum length of up to '1 6
dig1ts each and recall them by pressing a sin·
gle button.
Note: Phone numbers u p to 3 2

digits can also
hP eas1ly d1alud automatically See page 8 for

drnails,
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Luc£en Piccartl
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* Wo m e n a n d M en ' s
S u g ge s t e d
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When yo u bu y
the ol or Pr o pl otte r,
you re bu yi ng . . .

�

Fh�

Success

P�cture yourself standing in front of a n
audtence and presenting ideas that are sup
ported by colorful graphs and to-the-point
text charts. Is your audience impressed? You
bet! They think you're well organized, better
prepared, especially interesting, and ve
ry
professional.
The bottom lin e ? When your presentation
looks good, you look good.
.

HEWLETT

a!ai PAC KA RD

Ask for a demonstratio
n today!

•

•

•

Hundreds of stories are told by
tens of thousands of satisfied users
about how HP LaserJet printers
have saved countless dollars and
untold hours of time.
The endings are all identical.
They wonder how they got their
job done before they bought
a LaserJet printer.
And how they lived
with that slow, noisy
impact printer.
The LaserJet print

Reliable, Compatible and Complete

er is your introduc

tion to profes
sional printing.
Faster, more persuasive
communications. Perfectly
formed type in your choice of styles
and sizes. Text and graphics combined
on a single page to make your point
clearly and concisely. And reliable,
silent operation without sound covers.

•
•
•
•
•
•
..

It's all packaged in a desktop unit
that's as easy to maintain as it is to
use. Just pop in an inexpensive
toner cartridge and you're back in
business.
Your reports, proposals, spread
sheets, overhead transparencies and
letters never looked this good. At
,.___ a price that's as compatible
with your pocket,,
book as it is with
your hardware and
software.
With all the rea
wnsto buy
an HP
LaserJet
printer, 1t's easy
to forget the most
ilnportant one: f.UYs
45-year reputation for

As sophisticated as
you nee� � to be
_ _
But application software is only one of the

PC/AT.

Internal MemOry

•

•

64K bytes of Read Only Memory (ROM ).
256K bytes of Random Access memory
(RAM), with parity, expandable to 64°K
qytes on the processor board on Model
25 and Mo:l.e l 35, or 640K bytes as standard on the processor board on the
Model 45.
RAM expandable up to 3 . 64M bytes.

Note: DOS 3 . 1 can directly address a maximum of 640K bytes RAM .
_ _ _

Keyboard

:
:
:
:
1
:1
:
•

•

I

•

•

•

•

:·
1

:1
:•

.

!

The Great Impression Series

•
•
•
• ••• •

a:�

ways you can tailor the sophistication level
of the Vectra PC to your needs.
Our Personal Application Manager software (PAM), which comes with the
MS'"-DOS operating system, is a good
example. When you're using PAM, you
don't have to type complex commands (or
any commands at all) to start a program
running. Instead, the screen identifies the
single function key you press to s�art � ny
given application. The more apphcat10ns
you use, th(: more time and trouble PAM
can save you. And of course, PAM makes
learning much easier for beginners.
Pick the input devices that work best
with the software you use. HP-HIL, the
Hewlett-Packard Human Interface Loop,
lets you connect a variety of input devices
without using accessory slots. The HP
Mouse, HP Touch Accessory, and keyboard can all be attached this way. A d all
these input devices may be connecte
without the use of an accessory slot.

�
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•
•
•

•

•
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additional Read Only

n iBM PC/AT-compatible accessory
s:
slot
- Two 8-bit slots.
- Five 1 6-bit slots.

•

•

,

M emory (ROM) chips ·
.
uSystem clockjcalendarjsystem conf1g
ration with CMOS Random Access
Memory (RAM) and batt�ry backup.

Audio speaker system.
.
Three half-height data storage cartndge
shelves: two shelves with access from the
front, suitable for flexible disc d�ves;. a
third shelf is suitable for hard dtsc drive

:

:

Intel 80286 1 6-bit microprocessor running at s Megahertz clock rate.
Flexible disc controller.
Socket for Intel 80287 numeric

��J::S��r0�0

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
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•
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•
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•
•
•
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Hard Disc Controller:
.
d Dtsc Con• IBM PC /AT Com pat ible Har
card, hard
troller Kit. Includes controll�r
and
disc mounting bracket, cabhng
5A).
documentation (HP 4589

FJi�

.r

/

F�atures

Internal Flexible Discs:
.
flexible
• 360K byte inte rna l S - 1 /4 inch
disc (HP 458 1 1 A).
' ble
.
• 1 . 2M byte internal S - 1 /4 mch flex�
disc (HP 4581 2A) .

:
1
:

:

legends.
Eighteen function keys.
HP-HIL port.
Numeric and cursor keypads.

0ata Storage

•
1

:
1
:

Detachable, typewriter-style, 1 03-key
oard
enhanced IBM PC/AT-format keyb
with adjustable tilt.
.
Full-travel, step-sculptured keys wtth
tactile feedback and color-coded

_____ __

•
•

creating electronics of quality
and reliability.
You11 have some stories of your
own to tell. As soon as you take
delivery of your new LaserJet printer.

---- -- ----- - -

The Hewlett-Packard Vectra Personal
Computf'r i::; compatible with the IBM
fL/AT. Based on the Intel 80286 micro
processor it is designed to run all the off
the-shelf MS'"-DO S software and hard
ware accessories available fc;>r the IB!"f

•

·
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The Vectra PC
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Universi ty Book Store
U niversity Center

•

Stockton, CA 952 1 1

•

(2091 946·2329
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Feature E !tor

erlin set the scene for a night
of -daDdng and pure enter-

CONCERTS:

B

Skve Wtnwood and Level 41 will be at the Shoreline Amphitheatre in
Mountain View on Saturday, October 25, at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$16.50/reserved, $14. 50/lawn . . .

HaleD

will appear with B.T.O. at the Cow Palace on October 3 1 ,
Van
and November 1 -3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $16.50 advance . . .

You can see New Order at the Berkeley Community Theatre on
Saturday, November 8, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 5 . 50 reserved . . .

-

CONSERVATORY:

e next week
There wilJ be two artists performing in Long Theatr
8 5 p.m.,
Mark Wolfe, tuba, will appear on Monday, October 27 , at : 1
r 28 at
Octobe
y,
Tuesda
on
and Shirley Dominik, flute, will appear
8 : 1 5 p.m . . . .

ti

i

Comedy aub

STOCKTON NIGHTLIFE:

at the Stockton
Catch the comedy at Sbenaa.igan's
Ramada. They've got the best in stand-up humor every Friday and
Saturday night at 8 and 10:30 p.m. There's a $5 cover charge, and t
t
reservations are required: Phone 474-3301 for more details.
5

t

�: ;::�:�m

is a psychological thriller which will be staged at
the Willows Theatre in Concord, beginning October 24. Tickets are $9
Adults, and $8 Seniors, students, handicapped. Call (415) 676-3535
for dates, times, and reservations.

Tommy Comedy House

. .

.

and Sports Bar, 24774 Miss1on Blvd, �
T's
J:Iayward, in �ow open. Tommr T's not only presents top names �
_
live comedy stx rughts a week, 1t also offers the latest tec�ol� m
sports equipment, with three big-screen �· s and t�o satellite dishes
to proyide continuous coverage of ma,J or spo�g events from
around the world. Phone (41 5) 881 -4789 for more details.

KUOP:

.

itT u
o . w , , ...,
Bertinl l e _
l errloN nenrocsks r o guiktaristsfe
i :.co
tb tbe lead
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Catch the . ProgftSSive Connection," a progressive new wave format
featuring D.J .'s Laura and Eric G., on Sunday nights, lOp.m. to midnight. . .

UC Theatre.
•

•

.

t.t

,

,

·...a ,

4-.e

..,. ,

�

Tonight thru Sunday: White Nights, 6 and 9 p.m. tonight and
Saturday, 3, 6, and 9 p.m. on Sunday . . . Tuesday: Straw Dogs, 9 p.m.
only.

Editor's Note: Well everybody, as you con see, my staff of writers and
number of articles is slowly expanding. I'm still working toward
bringing you the best in entertainment news, updates, reviews and
previews. But, since this page has not yet reached peak entertainment
capacity, I still need your help. I need dedicated writers and reviewers.
I could use a lot more poems and suggestions for 'Campus Spotlight',
as �
Please contact me at The Pacljlcan and unload all your wonderful ideas on me. Hove a terrific weekend, go you fighting Tigers, and
enjoy this paper. So long, and thank you for your support.

�

�

:

·

�:

Resta u ra ntall Review

o, you eat in the dining halls
the time, and for a change of pace
you eat in the Rathskellar? Wben you really want something dif
ferent you go off campus to Burger King or Naugles? Give me a break!
Stockton has dozens of great inexpensive places to eat, many of which
show unique cultural aspects of this area. Over the last few years I have
tried to tell you about as many of these places as I could.
To _refresh your memory, let me recollect some of my favorite eating
es�blishments: Can Cun (mexican food), Hong Kong Deli (chinese
delicat�n), Y�n Ching (mongolian, hunan food), Mongolian Barbecue
(mongohan do 1t yourself restaurant), Manny's (chicken sandwiches are
best), Three Star Restaurant (vietnamese cuisine), Bagatelle (very elegant
french restaurant), and Aftesco (gelato/sandwiches) . These are but a few
of the resturants I have reviewed and enjoyed. This week I would like to
add to the list; Zorba's Greek Restaura nt.
.
This newly opened restaurant is in Lincoln Village South, about a mile
or two north of UOP, on Pacific Avenue. It is in the same shopping
center as Tower Records, Yen Ching restaurant, Dok Shoons Hot Dogs,
and Long Fung Tea House (all recommended). The owner of Zorba's,
George Metaxas and the Koulouris family just opened their restauran
t
two and a half weeks ago. It is sharply decorated with a blue and white
decor and the smell of greek spices fills the air.
Th� menu is simple. Mary Koulouris, the cook, assembled an elegant
sampling of Greek food and kept cost equivalent to a fast food
restaurant Peter Koulouris recommended the Moussaka above all other
:
entrees. It 1S a � uffed eggplant dish which stnJid not be missed. I had
the
unusual At�eruan gyros (YEAR-ohes) sandwich. The one served
in the
�thskelJer 1S not a bad replica of the original, but the real one must
be
. tried a� Zorba's. Other offerings on the menu include Pasticho
, which is a
deep dis� casserole, and Avgolemono Soup. For dessert , nothing
is more
approp na�e t� Balclava. The best way to describe Baklava to
those who
�
ha�en t tned 1t 1S to repeat what Peter Koulouris told me. He
said, "The
rectpe w� sent from the Gods . . it's delicious ! " Zorba's will
soon have
Gr�k wme and beer , �d their deli offers feta cheese, greek olives,
and
phillo leaves. So next time you feel yourself in a dining
rut, get out ar.d
try Zorba ' s

S

.

Please support the
AMERICAN CANCER S0C1

r

visual pans frrst perfected in rock

has the fast cuts and rhythmic

Editor 's note: Tim Riley, the
author of this story, is a music
critic who •s work has appeared in
RollJng Stone, and other music
magazines. He also occasionally
writes for the College Press Service, and will appear in The
PacijlCIIIt throughout theyear.

Rock on television has always
been loaded with contradictions.
News reports of the Parents
Resource Music Committee's attack on rock albums last year, for
example, were interrupted by ads
featuring rock'n'roll soundtracks .
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be measured by its popularity as
much as by how it intimidates
people.
Time was when television
scorned the music or tried to make
it 'acceptable' by containing and
controlling it:
Steve Allen shamed Elvis
Presley by having him sing
"Hound Dog" to a basset hound
in 1956. Dick Qark's American
Bandstand played mostly white
copies of songs for a clean-cut, allAmerican, safe audience. Presley's first few hits were explosive, but his movies were deliberate bores.
When the Beatles appeared on
the Ed Sullivan Show in 1964, they
changed all that. The magic of
their success was its utter unpredictability.
That they were on
national television at all seemed
too good to be true.
Now 30, rock 'n' roll has entered middJe age, and Madison
Avenue has fmally wised up to the
music's selling potential. Today
we hear rap on McDonald'� commercials, synth-pop on Vidal
Sassoon ads and Springsteen
soundalikes selling Chryslers.
Music videos and Hollywood
probably did the most to push rock
'n' roll into the mainstream . "The
Big Chill" soundtrack surpassed
all sales expectations, and soon the
rest of Hollywood started using
simple rock 'n' roll songs instead
of the thunder of John Williams
In .. Wit.. Star Wars" scores.
ness , " Harrison Ford danced with
Kelly McGillis while singing along
with Sam Cooke's "Wonderful
World" .
..Top Gun" features
Tom Cruise seducing the same actress to the Righteous Brothers'
" You've Lost That Lovin'
Feelin.'"
Rob Rei.nger revived
Ben E. King's "Stand By Me" for
his current fllm of the same name.
Videos are the best commerdais for the music, so it's not surprising they soon tum into commercials for other things .
Any big-product pitch nQw

videos.
Take the Pepsi pack: �t�
.
Michael Jackson turned " Billie
Jean" into a soft drink video,
Lionel Ritchie responded with his
own two-minute extravaganza, a
sort of perverse competition for
who could turn out the hippest
cola groove. Not to be ups��·

Michael J. Fox can be seen flippmg
a metaphorical fmger to a hushed
library by swishing an empty Pepsi
can into the garbage. Party pals
• Don Johnson and former Eagle
Frey find themselves stranGl
ded at a disco j ammed with
screaming women , so smug they
don't even have to mention the
brand name they're backhandedly
endorsing.
The
idols'
complicity
cheapens rock's cantankerou s
reputation even more than corporate meddling.
It's one thing to turn "Billie
It's
Jean" into a commercial.
another to tout yourself as a Godfearing Jehovah's Witness encased

in a "Fountain of Youth" capsule
on the cover of the .. National
Enquirer" when you've just signed
a multimillion dollar contract to
hawk sugar-laden carbonated
syrup. As if that weren't enough,
Jackson, who owns the rights to
the Beatie song catalogue, recently
gave permission for "Help!" to be
used in a Pontiac commercial. Captain Eo is degrading pop in more
ways than he's advancing it.
These days, some of rock's
better moments on television come
from unlikely places. Paul Shaffer
of .. Late Night with David Letterman" often sneaks in hardcore
material like Jimi Hendrix's "If
Six Was Nine" and George
Harrison 's . .Taxman" as he moves
the show into its commercials.
Miller Beer used two deserving groups in commercials that
promoted regional sounds that
aren't often promoted:
the
working class streets of Boston for
the Del Fuegos and the rootsy
pioneerism of California's Long
Ryders. In both cases the ads were
designed to fit the band's sounds,
not watered down to compensate
� r the music's rough edges.
,o
Uvi.s SOl Jeans ad series slick, video-conscious impressions
- is tasteful at best and inoffensive
at worst. It features four teenage
guys doing an engaging doo-wop
routine that makes Billy Joel's
"The Longest Time" sound like a
ballpark organ.
Ultimately, television's blan� effect on rock is made more

(continued on page 13, column 6)

Memory's Dance and Theatre Shop
Tights-Leotards·Shoes
Costume Rentals Year Round
Accessories and Make-up

On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688

souri based band The Rain . Maa
kers , a country-rock group .Wlth
the
m
aps
perh
d,
py
soun
swam
tradition of Creedence Qearwater
Revival. With a variety of numben, from ballads to the sassy
..Bia Fat Blonde" , The Rain Maken brought a bit of the old South
to Stockton, with a fairly cordial
reception from the crowd. With
1heir energetic and clancy tunes,
they provided the prelude for what

was yet to come.
As lead singer Terri Nunn and
the rest of the Berlin pranced on
stage, the craving to dance was in
the air (what little air there was,
anyway). Offering such metrical •
times a8 "Tell Me Why" ana �'�'No
More Words" early in the lineup,
Berlin set the pace for an energetic
pcdormance.
Nunn's self-written ballad of a
13-year old German girl addicted
to heroin w as a refreshing break
with meanin gful lyrics, and
soothed the savage crowd, for a
while.
Old favorites "The Metro" ,
and
Berlin " ,
"Dancin g in
.Masquerade" were all exerted
strongly, with as much pi= , if

.

Most memorable was in the first
o f t wo encores , when Berlin
delivered a most provocative �ersion of their well-loved creatton,
.
"Sex" illustrating the song grapfii.
silght
spotli
with
�Y backstage

�

houettes.
Besides their traditional music,
Berlin proposed some unknown
nwnbers, including some off of
their new album, "Count Three
and Pray " , just released this
month. Although their style and
sound haven't changed much from
''Love Life", their frrst full-length
LP, the quality is on an upswing.
Nunn could definitely be described as a crowd-pleaser, and
' was likewise pleased with the
crowd herself. Towards the end, in
a somewhat scratchy voice, Nunn
said to the crowd, "I didn't have
much of a voice to give you, but
you made it so much better . ' '
Said one crowd member , "They
were one of the best bands I've
seen live. They were talented, even
without all of their studio equipment. " Overall, the performance
wa:. strong, the crowd was wild,
and the music vigorous. Berlin's
new albwn and tour should prove
s �.
u o
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By Nancy Leonard
Staff Writer

M

any don't know of the
change" but the University
of the Pacific Drama Department
combined with the dance program
in 1 982 and this year officially
became the Drama and Dance
Department, according to Department Chairman Dr. William
Wolak.
The department combination
bas resulted in a .. integration of
drama and dance components , "
�ays Dance Progt am Director
Scott Marsh. Wolak points out
that the "disciplines have an affmity and are aeshtetically rooted, "
and economic convenience" and
"an increase in resources. "
The frrst play, done at UOP was
performed in 1923. Since then,
with the efforts of such people as
DeMarcus Brown (The founder of
Fallon House Theater), UOP has
had "a long and honored drama
tradition," says Wolak. Yet it
wasn't until 1 970, under the leadership of Or. Sy Khan, that this
University inagurated a formal
Drama Department.
Dramatics were housed in the
rotunda of the Pha.rmlicy complex
and in 1 977 moved to the present
building, located southeast of
Long Theater. The current building was originally a Delta college
agriculture building and was renovated to provide facilities such as
offices, sound/technical theaters,
classrooms, and the DeMarcus
Brown Studio Theater.

Before becoming a recognized
program, dance classes had their
origins in the physical education
department. Wolak feels that the
.. health component" to dance is
not primary, rather, it is a
. .dramatic expression, not a physical activity," and the P.E. department has too many other responsibilkies than to provide specialization
in dance. Early classes were held in
Anderson Hall, but when the
school of Engineering population
increased , the dance studio was
forced to relocate, in order for
Anderson Hall to be converted
into an engineering building.
1n 1 982, using a cross section of
students and faculty, a committee

was formed to evaluate the dance
classes. After 3-4 months of inve·
stigations and reports, the group
reached its decision. The dance
program officially began in 1982
and the offices were moved to the
Drama building. By committee
consensus, the Drama and Dance
programs combined departments
tn offer the Dance/Drama major
to "teach a broad liberal arts
education which best suits our
student population," says Marsh.
South Campus Gym Dance
Theater, next to Spanos Center,
became the new dance headquaters. Moved to this site in the early
1950's, the dilapitated looking gym
once served as a recreation site for
the Delta Womens Army Corps,
according t o Wolak. The buildiny
was recently renovated and th�
dance program moved into its' new
home in 1983 .
The combination of drama and
dance has created "so much good
collaboration" between faculty
and students, says Marsh. The
future goals are to provide a
"grounding and rooting in the arts
discipline," states Wolak.
While the Drama program
boasts of a variety of productions
regional drarnatical fmalists, schoLarship winners, and the 39th anniversary of Fallon House Theater,
the Dance program is preparing to
host the High School Day of
Dance on November 22, is plan·
ning for its two annual dance
concerts, and is gearing up for the
March appearance of the interna- ,
tionai touring troupe, Lewitsky.
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. � M as k s '
By Brian Stanton
Art R eviewer

0

ctober brings with it con
notations o f Hallow ee n
disguises and masks . This month,
.
Gallery bnngs another
the UOP
tiJllely exhibit with its presentation
the "MASK SERIES" by Horace
washington. Whereas the concept
a '" mask" is to disguise,
washington's works are created

of

with the intent to ref'J'esMlt the ner
sonalities of a culture; a culture of
both the artist's and the viewer's
imagination.
Washington began sculpting at
the age eighteen. After much tradi
tional studies and, subsequently a
B.F.A . and M.A. degree in sculp
ture, he began the first of the Mask
Series in 1 97 1 after traveling to
Mexico, Europe , and North Afri
ca. Washington 's experience is re-

••• •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

C a m pu s sp otl i g ht
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A h, A dventure
read the leaves

felt the breeze,
of the fortune . . .

No longer a mortician
but a dreaming seaman
standing boldly at the wheel, an
old and creaking barge,
a navy priest at large
(something I never thought I'd be)
dialoging with stars above the sea.

ce

Geisha girls feeding me
That's not right ! I'm

OP

a priest quite sublime,
faithful, and . . .

. . . there I stand,

opening battle-torn lids,
fighting off giant squids,
finding sunken treasure,

a harem, and my measure
in gold;

brave boldI'm strong enough to own

IltiJJpb.c..

t!l1n'J ) , .... . .

Ugh, herbal teas

· �:a.. � �
ar)d t"" S�.,s

all the oceans of the world

smm
?.'{Jl

to do whatever - whenever I please . . .

' "'

1
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�� ::

;!'"�ke a

�oarse and

sens<" of a

earthy

tong
preserved existence. Two such pieces (one with a combination of red
clay and iron oxide, and the other
an acid treated mixture of cement},
convincingly appear as being rust
ed metal artifacts of a culture long
since past. Other works are sensu"

D ra ma D e pa rtme nt
seeki n g p l ayw rig hts

make me queasy

with caskets to fill.

I'm glad I took that sleeping pill.

!

�·�

1 . Plays or musical vignettes may be sumitted.
2. All entries must be original, never before produced works.
3. Entries may not exceed 1 5 minutes in playing time.
4. Casts should be limited in size to no more than five.
5. Roles should feature parts for young people: ages from 15 to 35.
6. All scripts must be typed and follow the format as indicated on
sample pages available in the Drama/Dance Department office.
7. Musical scripts should be developed that can be done with limited
musical accompaniment: piano or guitar.
8. The three prize winning scripts will be offered for production to
volunteer directors. Also, two honorable mention plays may be offered
for production. Therefore, the festival will feature up to five short plays.
9. Directors will be selected by the chairperson of the Drama/Dance
Department from among a pool of directors who will be solicited as
volunteer directors. Playwrights will be discouraged from directing their
own plays, however, they may submit themselves as potential directors
for other scripts.
10. Scripts may be submitted to the Drama/Dance Department starting
Monday, October 27, 1986. The fmal deadline for submission of scripts is
January 5, 1987.
1 1 . Scripts will be screened by a select committee and the prize winners
will be posted in the Drama/Dance building on the South Campus, on
January 16, 1987.
12. Directors will be selected by January 2 1 , 1987 and tryouts will be
held at various times on Friday, January 23; Saturday, January 24;
Sunday, January 25; and Monday, January 26. Tryout places will be
either in the DeMarcus Brown Studio or the Long Theatre.
1 3 . Rehearsals will be arranged on a TBA basis and the shows will be
presented in public performance in the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre
on Sunday, March 8, 1987 at 7:00 p.m.
14. Playwrights will submit their works with two title pages (all plays
-will be titled) and one of these title pages will not have the author's name.
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"With copteS"tff the anonymous plays.
1 5 . Playwrights wil1 agree, by virtue of their entry into the contest, to
waive right for royalty payments for the strict purpose of the Petite Play
Festival performance only. Otherwise, all rights will be held by the author

It' s not too late to get a subscription to the
Pacifican -- and it' s easy to do .

I
I

worth visiting.
The UOP Gallery is located on
the second floor of the University
Center, on the UOP campus,
Stockton. Gallery hours are Mon
days, Wednesday, and Friday
from 9-5 p.m.; Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9-8 p.m.; and
Sundays from 3-8 p.m.
·
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fmd their origin in some previous
with physical fragmentation and
technological incorporation. Some
of the more recent forms are im
pressed with images of computer
components, and others appear as
fragments of modem architech
ture.
The Mask Series is an accom
plished collection of sculptural
work which asserts the undeniable
talent of artist Horace Washing
ton. Washington's work is techni
cally masterful and contextually
rich. He has created images of
culture that are at once referential
ly intriguing and originally capti
vating. The exhibit is of a culture

culture or not. are quite intriguing.
I f Washington's series can be
.
perceived as a representation of a
poopJe of his own aeation, then their
cultural advancement coincides
with the techniques of the artist.
1be forerunners of Washington's
cultures are rather simplified and
their devdopment stems outward

Rock

(continuedfrom page 12)

�

obvious because there's so little
new, exciting music on the pop
Only in a conservative
charts.
creative climate would a remake
like Bananarama's "Venus" ac
The
tually hit number one.
Monkee's revival is easier to un
derstand by noting there's little
new music that's much better. As
usual, television isn't the root of
the problem. It's just one of the
more prominent causes. Roll over
Chuck Berry, and tell Ralph
(CPS) 1
Lauren the news.

the ambiguous magic that Wuhing
ton enjoys. Indeed, the pageantry

of cultural dramatization is very
captivation. The cultures which the
viewer perceives are his own. The
exotic stylizations, whether they
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I. Tile HOUM 01 - Splrltl, t>y 118bel Allende (Bantam, $4.50 )
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Odd domestac ltle of a tralle! wnte<
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(Berl<�. $4 50 )

A ..._., by John Fowles. (NALJSignel, $4 50.) Oou1ngly

Festival.
For further information please contact Dr. William J. Wolak at the
Department of Drama and Dance by calling 946-21 16. Have a creative
time!

M.L. Gould

I

from. Whether it be his � "Egyp
tian �." "Ardlaic �"
or ''African Primitivism,'' this art
ist's work (as it is with all art) is a
subject which is bound to resemble
previous forms . However, Wa
shington says that his influences
are not so direct, and that his
primary source of reference is his
imagination. What the viewer re
ads into a particular work is part of

t started last year in the UOP Drama department, when they
hosted their frrst "Petitie Play Festival." To put it mildly, it was a
success. As a result, they're doing it again! The Department of
Drama and Dance invites all creative writers to write a short play for a
planned festival of original plays to be produced as a special treat for
their loyal patrons, and the enjoyment of the university. Are there any
prizes? Of course! First prize is $40, second prize is $30, and third prize is
$20. All ready? Here are the rules:

or authors.
16. The plays will be produced in very minimal decore with a standard
lighting set-up and such props and stage pieces as are readily available in
in the Drama building. Specific production arrangements will be neg
otiated by the director, playwright and Drama Dance Department.
17. The public will be invited to attend the fmal performances and will
be asked to pay a $ 1 .00 admission fee to help defray the costs of the

Three more bodies

p

·.,._, ·�

ously smoothed and polished to
such a degree that they radiate a
powerfully solid presence. Wa
shington's works are cast in bron
ze, terra-cotta, plaster or cement
and often boast such tasteful
ornamentation as copper, ebony,
and semi-precious stones. One par
ticularly beautiful piece was gifted
with stained onyx eyes that blend
Wdnderfully with the aesthetics of
its character.
Upon viewing Washington's
nmks, ·many refe:rences can be made
as to where his influences are drawn

great

Suddenly I woke up,
looked inside my teacup,

a

fleeted in his work.
The vast array of textures which
appear on the many pieces in the
exhibit are the result of the artist's
intirnl>t� ��."lwlege of the different
I• ·d!as
wit!! which he works.

etohc tate of obstdsion and del.are. madness and murder.
Oulclo to - GrodCIMe Sclloola, by Harold R. Doughty.
-

-

(Penguan. $14.95.) First comprehensive guid� ro graduate
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Get 28% More Desk Space.

Instead of dominating your work·
space, the TeleCAT- 286 becomes
part of it.

II IIIHI IIIII III

Through a more efficient design,
it has a 28% smaller footprint. Which
gives you lots more breathing space
to spread out and work.

So rather than trying to wrestle
with the usual large, cumbersome
system-try the trim TeleCAT- 286 on
for size. You'll like the difference.

The Keys to Success.

Through experience gained by
shipping over 7 20,000 keyboards,
we know a lot about durability and
user comfort.
Including steel reinforcement for
strength and stability. Sculpted key
caps for more accurate data en
And highly-visible LEOs on top ot
locking keys. So they can't be covered
by overlays.

�

The difference is, we run them at
maximum performance.

ALL YOUR FAVORITE PROGRAMS
The ThleCAT-286 runs a// of
today's most popular programs
"'o need to change thfl wayyou

Thanks to our dual-buffered disk
controller that reads an entire data
rrack in one pass.

So instead of

waiting -you're
working.

l'o'Ork

11\\-i II! I ' ' "
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• Sockets for 1 -Mbyte On-Board

•

•
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•

RAM
Five Expansion 1/0 Slots
20 or 30-Mbyte Fixed Disk
Drive
1 .2-Mbytt. Diskette Drive
Serial and Parallel Ports
Keyboard with LEOs
Connects to Personal Mini Net

<·hrome graphics monitor is stan

dard. The tilt-and-swivel monitor
features a low-glare green screen
that displays 80 columns by 25
lines with a wide variety of visual
attributes with a resolution of 640
x 400 pixels.

work

• Runs MS-DOS 3. 1

• Clock / Calendar

with

Battery

Backup
• H igh-Resolution Video Moni
tor Standard

A Best Buy At
$299500*

Because it has an easy-viewing
green, 1 4 inch, 640 x 400 pixel,
high-resolu tion screen. With a full
80 column by 2 5 Iine display.
And a non-ghosting image when
scrolling.

A high-resolution 14-inch mono

• 5 1 2-Kbytes RAM

•

Here's a monitor you can really see
eye- to-eye.

High-Resolution Graphics

FEATURES

• Intel 80286 processor

•

We Made a Resolution to
Ease Eye Strain.
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Advanced Technology advanc es again, with
more power and speed than eve r.

Fo r
·
St ud en ts ,
Faculty

a

The new IBM Personal Computer
AT Model 339
If you work with great volumes of data
this new Personal Computer AT is you
PC. A new 8MHz microprocessor makes
processing speed up to 3 0 percent faster,
so complex calculations take less time. And
standard user memory is 512KB, so you
more room for application work. With

I

;

memory expands to 1 0.5MB. And
the 339 comes with a powerful 3 0MB fixed
disk drive. Combine that with the built-in
1.2MB diskette drive, and you have data
storage to spare.
The IBM Enhanced Personal Computer

Keyboard is new, too. And easier to type on,
with its IBM Selectric ' -style layout. The
cursor control keys and numeric keys are in
separate banks. so you don't have to keep
switching modes. And now there are
12 function keys, instead of 10, for greater
flexibility in work with a host computer. May
also be ordered with the standard AT
keyboard.
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The XT with ''extras''
extra choic e, extra power.
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1hrn out good-looking worl{ that
makes you look good.
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PC Convertible
On the road"it's a lightw eight ,
battery-powered personal
computer. In your office it can be
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IBM Proprinter

printer you'll need. Prints near-letter-quality text at an impressive 40 characters per second,
rough drafts and data at up to 200 cps. Plus all-points-addressable graphics. Comes with
bu111-1n tractor feed. Money-sav1ng document-on-demand lets you print continuous forms
from the first sheet. Envelopes and single sheets load through a handy slot in front, so you
don't have to rethread continuous paper.
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It prints up to 200 characters per second-at a very attractive price. This could be the only
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new IBM

used as a deskto p PC. The IBM
PC Convertible weighs about
12 pounds, but it pulls more than
its own weight in performance.
thanks to the stream lined efficiency of its features. In the office
the 25-lin e by SO-ch aracter LCD
screen can be replaced with a
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�

-

to 51 2KB. And that's not all. ib
help you stay organized , prod c
tivity programs are available w1th
the system. These inclu de a

�

W1th programs

.....

.

I

:

--.....

U n i ve rs i ty Bool1;: Store

�

U niversity Center

notewriter, a phone list with
search and autod ial, a calen dar
with reminders and alarm s, and
a 5-function calculator. The
rechargeable batte ry lasts up to

+•

i

Just 12 lbs . of he avy weight powet; it
works-and works-wherever you work.

9-inch monochrome or 13-inc h
color display. Its high-ca p city
3.5-inch diske ttes hold tw1ce as
much data as stand ard 5.25- inc••
diskettes. User mem ory expa r1dS

10 hours, depen ding on how
.
much you use the diskette dnve s
an the printer.

•

•

Stockton, C A 9 5 2 1 1

•

-

(209) 946-2329

.
New 3-pound

ible
1nlo the back of your IBM PC Convert
pnnter attaches lo a cable-or plugs directly

... ...
........ .... ... . . . .... .. ... . ... ...... ...

. ... . .. ... . ... ....... ... ... .

. ....

.
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TIGER TRACKS

•• •

••

Friday, October 24

Volleyball at CS Long Beach
Booster Luncheon at Holiday Inn
Water Polo hosts Pepperdine
Block P Annual Banquet at Hilton

7:30 p.m.
noon
3 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Homecoming Parade on Miracle Mile
Football hosts San Jose State
Water Polo hosts CS Long Beach

Saturday, October 25

••

'

.

,�

••

Field Hockey hosts San Jose State
Cross Country at ND Invitational

IO a.m.
2 p.m.
1 1 a.m.
noon

TBA

Tuesday, October 28
... . .

Volleyball hosts Hawaii

-·

Thursday, October 30

7:30 p.m.

Volleyball hosts Hawaii

T ige rs re a d y to p o u n c e
This G a m e I s So Big . . ..

By Bryan Cru z

win against !San Jose State
move
would
Saturday
Pacific into a tie for the PCAA
lead and lay a strong foundation
for a chance at the California
Bowl.
Pacific comes into the game with
a 4-3 record after seven games. The
Tigers are 2-1 in confrence play,
and are tied for second place with
Sports Ed,tor

A

Fresno State. San Jose is S-2
overall and is alone in first place in
the PCAA with a perfect 3-0 mark.

For the Tigers , this will be the
most important game of the season
to date. Homecoming fans will
witness Pacific's stingy defense and
wishbone offense versus the San
Jose State Spartans who also boast
a tough defense, along with an

last two minutes. This includes the
last four games in a row. Pacific
losses this year have come within
the last minutes or plays of the
game.
'Our kids just have to realize
that there are no guarantees in
football any more than there are in
life." stated Coach Cope on his
team, "What you have to do every
week is go out and play as hard as
you can and get the game down to
where you've got a chartce. Then if
you make the plays you win it."
Pacific, like San Jose State, is
among the national leaders in the
NCAA. The Tigers remain seventh
in rushing national, are 22nd in
total offense, and are 26th in

games . San Jose also leads the
nation in passing offense .
But Pacific has the means to
counter san Jose's impressive of
fense. Last week Pacific shut out
Fresno State in the first half and
has only given up a total of 1 6
points against F�esno i n the l�t
two appearancesm Fresno. Paetf
ic's pass defense is improving with
each game, but must give 100 in
order to control San Jose State.
In eight of the last ten games
Pacific has played, the game's
outcome has been in doubt in the

explosive offense.
The Spartan 's Mike Perez leads
the nation in total offense at 329.7
yards per game, while the Spartans
are third as a team. Perez has
thrown for 1 , 1 10 yards and the
team has accumulated 1 ,628 yards
of total offense in just the last three

•

All three Pacific losses in 1986 have come in the waniDa mo� of
the game. The damage is emotional, for the most part.Padfk � still
.
very much alive and in the thick of the ntle chase and a berth m the
Callfomla Bowl.

kickoff returns.

" It' s

�en in several
Tiger football hung in among the
.
catagories. The Tigers remained tn'eatb m rushing nationally,
. UOP
llnd
were
1gers
T
the
offense
total
In
game.
per
1
averaging 279.
is 15th nationally in kickoff returns � � due to the efforts .of Mike
Fischer who is now lOthnationally m ktckoff returns, averagmg 26.3
yards per return.

natl�

the conference . For us
to win the conference,
we've got to win this
week . ' '
-Head Coach Bob Cope
"San Jose State has got to be the
favorite. They've gotten through
Vegas and they've gotten through
Fresno . " stated Cope on the
PCAA race, "Long Beach is un
defeated , but they haven't been
through Las Vegas, San Jose, Fres
no, or us. For us to win the
conference, we've got to win this
week. "
The Homecoming game begins
at an earlier time, 2 p.m., Saturday
at Pacific Memorial Stadium . It
will be broadcast live on KJOY
radio l280AM. This game promis
es to be a blockbuster which will
make or break the 86'-87' season
for the Tigers.
If you miss this game, then in
essence , you will have missed the..,
entire Year of the Tiger.

NCAA final four In Stocktoa: The 1 985 hNCAA Champions,
Padfic will host this season's NCAA F1nal Four. The 1986 Fmal Four
will be held in Stockton's A.G. Spanos Center on December 18 and
20.

Wendy's Around The Comer: The 8th Annual Wendy's Classk is
just around the comer, set to begin November IS and 16 at Stockton's
A.G . Spanos Center. The 1986 field consists of four of the top five
teams from the 1985 NCAA Championships, Padfk, USC, UCLA,
and Nebraska. Nebraska's entrance into the Classic marks the first
time a team east of California participates. Pacific is the two-time
defending champion with UCLA the two-time runner-up.

Intramurals

Iniramural \'Olley ball has just started and is going well. Because we
have so many teams participating, 59 in the various leagues, we are
going to play games on Sunday nights, so that we can finish the
.
leagues before Christmas break. Please let us know tf there are any
problems.

'filers wlD try to pounce San Jose State S&tutcray as Jeff Plunkett

Jadie Tom won the women's tennJs tournament, the men's bracket
has yet to be decided.

�

e

Pac volleyball heating up

Bang Gang and the Okole Bandits will play for the B-�gue
championship this week. Arcbanla and Ellelenare the champtons of
flag football in A-League and Women's League respectivdy. It was a
good season and we hope to see you next year .

By Bryan Cruz

"Play it again, Sam."
1bis is what fans at Pacific are

to head coach John Dun
ning, of the NCAA Champion

·

UOP Tigers. Is it possible for
Pacific to repeat and take another
volleyball title?
Yes.
The Tigers are coming off their
best season ever and have the
PCAA MVP, Elaina Oden. Oden
is also a member of the U.S.
Olympic Team.
Pacific is returning nine letter
winners this year, all who saw
much action in competition last
season. 1bree upperclassmen are
gone, two being All Americans, but
Dunning is preparing two new faces
for future battles. Pam Lance, a
freshman from Southern Cali
fornia, and Cathey Scotian, a Bay
Area recruit, will gain experience
artd conditioning this season .
Much of the success enjoyed by
Pacific can be attributed to head
coach John Dunning . Dunning,
during his rrrst year coaching col
lege volleyball, led the Tigers to the
PCAA crown with an amazing
36-3 mark. Dunning earned the
California Coaches Association
Coach of the Year award in 1 980,
having an impressive 283-32 record
in high school volleyball. In 1 985,
he was Coach-of-the-Year.
As for the PCAA, now in its
fourth season of volleyball com
petition sending six of its nine
teams to the NCAA playoffs make
for a most outstanding record.
The PCAA women 's conference
began in the fall of 1 983 and since
then has produced two national
cham 9ions . Pacif ic took the
volleyball title last fall and the Cal
State Fullerton Titans prevailed at
the NCAA Softball College World
Series in May.
The PCAA hopes to repeat the
events of 1 985.
All six of the conferencce's play
off teams advanced to the Northw
est Region where Pacific defea
ted
Hawaii and Cal Poly SLO to
advance to the Final four
in
Kalamazoo, Michagan. There, the

road wins . BYU ended the Tiger's
15-match win streak at the UCLA
National Invitational in Los An
geles.
UOP devastated perennial favor
ite Cal Poly SLA, Texas, Stanford
San Diego State, and Pepperdine
earlier this season on their guest
for the PCAA title.

Tigers defeated UCLA and Stan
ford on the way to the title.
The Tigers compiled a 1 S-match
win streak which had begun
ing Pacific's season opening loss to
UC Santa Barbara. The streak was
only tw.o shy of the Tiger record of
1 7 set in 1 983. It was a new record,
however, being 1 6 consecutive

Sports Ed1tor

saying

Want to be a sports writer?
Contact 944-7480

up

grabs. We can sti ll win

The Pacific NCAA Champion volleyball team comes into the week
ranked no. 5 by the Collegiate Volleyball Coaches Association, and
no. 7 in the NCAA poll. San Diego State is ranked no . 1.

�rtlor forward, Sheri Frtedrkh (no. 1), and frabman
forward, Lee
Ann Scott (no. 6) ISiist tbe 1986 Field Hocke
y team by contributing
their talents. The team has·the opportunity this
season to capture its
first ever cOnference title.
Out of five coDegiate teams on tbc West
Coast, only one team can go to tbe NCAA
regional conference.

st i l l

earlier this season on their quest
for the PCAA title.
With many of the PCAA teams
ranked in the top ten nationaly
l ,
UOP must continue to perform at
the peak of excellence in order to
nab the PCAA Championship.
They must be even better to be

back-to-back NCAA Champions.

"'J.

�

�
ct

Uz Bert, Brooke Herrington, Teri McGrath, and Dorothy Hert were estatic
State Wednesday night in four sets.

i
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RICO'S ITALIAN PIZZA

.
· SAVE WITH THIS COUPON
�
E.xpnes Nov 6, 1 98h

I t?fP'- Dinner

$89 5

I For

Four

�
i

Large 1 6" cheese pizza plus 1 item
Pitcher of your favorite soda .

_
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Offer good at Rico's Pizza
1 2 1 7 W. March lane
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as the Tigers beat

lunch Buffet

��v
VV:U Fridav
l 1 .30 tii 2 .00

$ 2 99

Plus Tax

IncUdes: pizza, �. soup,
salad bar, and garlic bread

Offer ....
""""'..., at Rico's Pizza .
1 2 1 7 W. March l..ane
.

.
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SAVE WJTH THIS COUPON

Expires Nov 6. 1 986.
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TAKE OUT
OR EAT

I

At"( :t4" FamDy or 26" Pertv Plua.
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!

I
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i
I

$

100

$ 200

1 ?. 1 7 W. March lane
i Not valid with any other offer
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off your favorite pitcher with coupon
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Now Watch Mon day Night Footbal1 On Our Two TV's

$ 1 .00C

Off II

At"( 1 4" Medium or
1 6" Large Pizza

Qffar�#t Rico'd'lzZII
Off
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By Brian Th om pso n
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played some powerhoU!leS

heir opponent proved to be
no threat as the Lady Tigers
volleyball team handily defeated
the University of California at Ir
vine in an impressive volleyball vic
tory, last Saturday. The Tigers
were already highly favored to
def�at Irvine, but the impressive
part of the victory came when the
Ttgers took just 14 minutes to win
the first game at the Spanos Cen
ter.
In two matches last week, the
Tigers took just one hour and 5 1
minutes of court time t o complete
a pair of wins over Cal State Long
Beach, and UC Irvine. Pacific
defeated Irvine in an easy three set
1 5-7, 1 5-8, 1 5-9 victory and de
feated Cal State Long Beach 1 5-4,
15-9, 1 5-2 last Friday night.
Pacific allowed Cal State Long
Beach only 1 5 points during a 48
minute match which placed the
Beach at 8-12 overall and 1-8 in
conference play following their loss
to the Tigers.
The Tigers allowed only 23
points to be scored by Irvine in a
63 minute match that saw the
last-minute withdrawal of sopho
more All-American Elaina Oden,
who sat out the match to rest a sore
knee. Sophomore Leona Bielefeld
started at middle blocker against
Irvine and put down six kills and
three sevice aces. Bielefeld also
started at the same position when
Oden was playing on the United
States National team earlier this
season.
Junior All-American candidate
Mary Miller also continued her
high quality pace last week by
adding 1 1 more blocks to her
team-leading total, and posting a
.342 hitting percentage with 14 kills
against just three errors. She hit
.455 against Long· Beach and con
tinues to lead the defending nation�
al champs in kills.
Sophomore Andrea Redick en
joyed a moment of glory of her
own against UC Irvine last Satur
day by smacking four kills in
Game Two. The Corona del Mar
native nearly equaled her season
total of five, and shattered her
career-high of two in a single c:
match. Another native of Corona
del Mar, sophomore hitter Brooke �
Herrington continued. her impres- �
sive binge with a career-high four
aces in the win over Long Beach.
Pacific's
Herrington served for nine straight

in tile
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For us to win the
we 've got to win Ibis

Th e Hom ecoming game begiru
2 p.m ., Saturday
t Paci fic Memorial Stadium.
It
v.ill be broadcast live on KJOY
rudio J 280AM . This game pronm.
to be a blockbuster whlch will
m e or break the 86' -87' seasoa
f r the Tigers .
If you miss this game, then m �
n e, you will have missed the, �
of the Tiger.

au an earlier time,

•
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points, including two aces, in the
match against Irvine to break 4-4
deadlock, and leads Pacific in
service aces with 27 on the season
and a 0.41 per game average.
Pacific is presently ranked num
ber five by the Collegiate Volley
ball Coaches Association (CVCA),
and number seven in the National
Collegiate Athletic Associaton
(NCAA) poll. The Tigers come
into the week at 1 8-3 overall and
7-1 in the PCAA which means that
Pacific is tied for first place in the
conference standings with Hawaii.
San Jose State comes in ranked
number 2 in both polls this week,
and �awaii is close behind, now

Sports Edito r

this year bas
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ranked number fou: , in both polls.
Wth last weekend's Hawaii-San
Jose split on the islands, the
PCAA confert:nce race has began
tightening as two teams, both Paci
fic and Hawaii, remain with just
one loss. San Diego State and San
Jose State trail right behind these
two contenders with two losses
apiece. All four of these teams will
see action in Stockton over the next
week as the Tigers host the Spar
tans, the Rainbow Wahines, and
the Aztec� in home matches that
could largely determine the seeding
for the PCAA's post·season tour
nament to be held at Cal State
Long Beach, on November ID-22.

·

But ftrst the lady Tigers will host
the 8th Annual Wendy's Classic,
which takes place November 1 5
and 1 6 at Stockton's A.G. Spanos
Center. The 1986 field of conten
ders consist<; of four of the top five
teams from the 19JI'i NCAA Cham
pionships. These teams include
Pacific, and the University of
Southern California, the Universi
ty of California at Los Angeles,
and Nebraska. Nebraska's entr
ance into the Classic marks the frr
st time a team east of California
will participate. Pacific is the two
time defending champion with
UCLA being two time runner-up.

e

Women's cross country gears up for ftrst season at UOP.

earlier this season on their quest
for the PCAA title.
WJth many o f the PCAA teallll
ranked in the top ten nationally, By Bryan Cruz
UOP must continue to perform II Sports Ed1tor
the peak o f excellence in ?rder .10 ·
Belli boomed a 47-yard
nab the PCAA ChamptonsbiP·
field goal with eight seconds
They must be even better to be
left to give Fresno State a 1�9 win
bac -to-back NCAA ChampionS·
over the Tigers Saturday mght at

Hea rt b re a ke r g oes to Fresn o State

hat happens to the football team who wins the PCAA Champi
on ship?

Ever hear of the California Bowl?
The California Bowl is a college bowl held in Fresno, California each
year as is the Rose Bowl, or Fiesta Bowl.
The PCAA has a twin conference in the Midwest known as the
Mid-American Conference (MAC), which consists of 10 state-supported
universities in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Dlinois. They are Ball State
University, Eastern Michigan University, Kent State University, Miami
University, Northern Illinois University, Ohio University, the University
of Toledo, and Western Michigan University. The champion of this
conference battles the PCAA champion for the California Bowl title.
If UOP defeats San Jose State, the prospects look good that Pacific
may have a bonafide shot at the Cal Bowl title. Let's hope they do.

Bulldog Stadium in Fresno.
The game, projected to be �
aerial battle (Fresno State's Kevm
Sweeney), versus the Tiger wish
bone, was exactly the opposite.
The Tigers shut out Fresno State
in the First half,-a milestone
against Fresno State.
Pacific scored by putting three
field goals through the up-rights
during the third quarter to lead
Fresno State 9�. but the Bulldogs
came back in the fourth quarter on
a 3-yard touchdown run by Kelly
Skipper and a Belli field goal.
Fresno State mounted an attack
in the fourth as Skipper ran 1 8

•

Yards with 1 : 3 1 left in the game,

2-t

College's Dough Flutie. He needs
only 816 yards to reach that miles
tone. Curr
ently, Sweeney is third
on the list, surpassing Ben Bennett
<Duke U. , ' 89-'83), and Jim Mc
Mahon (Brigham Young, ' 77-8 1).
The Tiger wishbone was held to
one of its lower rushing totals of
the year
during this game, at 253
Yards, which is still tremendous.
Cope's wishbone rivals any in the
nation. Fresno State Coach Jim
Sweeney called it the best executing
Wishbone he had ever seen in his

COaching career.

.
Coach Cope relates the game m
his own words:
"First of all , it was a great
fOotball game. It was everything

TIGERS!

Bryan on sports
W

Barry

tin the ball on UOP's 34-yard
Plltg
line. Belli's 47-yarder with eight
seconds iced the game and put
both Fresno State and Pacific at
in the PCAA. Only CSU Long
Beach and San Jose State are
unbeaten in the PCAA with CSU
long Beach at 2� and San Jose
State 3..().
The Bulldog's Kevin Sweeney
Was disturbed by a shoulder injury,
only throwing two passes in the
second half. Sweeney is pursuing
the NCAA
all-time career passing
lllark of 10,579 held by Boston

Leona Bielefeld, sophomore outside hitter, smashed the ball back to UC Irvine.

!
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Pacific's Cedell Bush

tough def�nse.

(no. 1) and Cart Hancock (no. 56) played
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the second half. In a game like that
.
you can't survive those."
Fresno State drew 34,546 fans to
the game, the seventh consecutive
overflow sellout for FSU and the
fourth straight home game over
34,000 this year. The Bulldogs are
averaging 34,536 fans per game in
the 30,000 seat Bulldog Stadium.
The teams chosen by the media
to take the PCAA Championship
this year were 1 .) Fresno State,
2.)Padfic and 3 .)San Jose State as
a wildcard . From a midseason
standpoint , the favorites to capture
the PCAA crown are San Jose
State or UOP, with Fresno State
closely behind.
This next week in the PCAA will
defme who will and who will not
go to the California Bowl this year .
This is the time when non-football
enthrusiasts come out of the
woodwork to see their favorite team.

•

•

A young lady approached me with an embarrassed expression and
asked, "Could you teach me about football?"
Evidently, even though she watched UOP and NFL games many times,
she did not know what was going on. She did know one position, - that
was quarterback.
I asked, "If you don't know anything about football, then how would
you know who the quarterback is?"
She replied, "He's the one who throws the ball and doesn't get tackled
as much."
I laughed and told her, "You obviously haven't seen any UOP
games." Pacific runs the wishbone, leaving quarterback, Hue Jackson t�
often run the ball instead of passing. Jackson gets tackled more than h1s
receivers and runs th_e wishbone effectively.

This is the Year of tbe
Tiger!

Relax and let us serve you .

Enjoy

quality ice cream and foods .

7
Open 1 1 a . m . - Midnight Days
1 7 00 Pacific Ave . 94 1 -4 1 4 1 .
•
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